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NEW MEXICO. FEBRUARY

Elfego Baca Shoots Man

SIXTEEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
nFAI. IN CLOVIS KtALI I

6. 1915

Good Road i Meeting.

El Paso, Tex., Feb
The executive commitee of the
Baca, attorney and prominent Eastern New Mexico Good Roads
Mexican-Americapolitician of Association met in Roswell WedNew Mexico, was held here to- nesday to take up active work.
day on a charge of murder in Those present were Judge G. A.
connection with the death by Richardson, President: Fred W.
shooting last night of Celestin ? James, of Clovis, Vice President;
Otero, also knowri, as Dr. Pedro A. M. Hove, Secretary; J. P.
Abeyta, an itinerant physician. Deen, Treasurer; EJ J. Neer, of
Otero received his death wound Portales, S. I. Roberts, of Carlsafter a pistol duel in which Baca bad and E. J. Carrington, of
said he first was shot throught Roswell, county members of the
lfego

Largest Single Property Deal in the History of the Town,
Consummated This Week When the Kendall Dry
Goods Company Purchased the Singleton Block

Mew Mexico.

$1.00 PER YEAR

CLOVIS WILL HAVE AN- OTHER BIG DOUBLE STORE
New Firm Organized as Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods
Company, Will Be Open for Business in Two
Stores About April First.

As partially
It remained for Misses Lela
in
announced
New Law Firm
last week's issue, the above
and Nannie Kendall, who are
The legal fraternity of Clovis
mentioned firm have been duly
the proprietors of the big Ken
committee. The forenoon sesthe coat. '
is
to be strengthened by the adorganized;
dall Drv Goods Store, to make
have leased the buildI he shooting occurred in a sion was given over to general
ivionic ana uomei wains are ing adjoining the Mandell Clothe largest Bingle property dition of the firm of Pardue and lonely part of El Paso's Mexican discussion of the situation redeal ever yet annnuncfd in Cur- Reese, who have secured office quarter. Baca said that Otero garding ' probable road legisla- here from Amarillo visiting thing store and a representative is now in eastern markets
ry County. It was definitely rooms on north Main Street and had visited him at an uptown tion, plan of work of the associa friends and relatives.
Roy McMillen has been pro buying goods. They will cut
Monday,
through the are now moving their library hotel
closed
and asked for an irterview tion, and the finances. In the
when the and office furniture and fixtures at a certain saloon. He said that afternoon session the following mo ted to timekeeper i n the an archway as was done at
Scheurich Agency
master mechanic's office in place Whiting's and will have dry
double front, two story brick here. Mr. Pardue, who estab Otero was accomprnied by a man resolutions were adopted:
1.
lished
Clovis
Journal,
about
the
VV.
goods on one side and clothing
C. D. Wells.
of
by
Geo.
building, owned
whom he recognized as a former Resolved, that this association
Singleton and which is .occu- six years ago, has for the past officer under General Salazar, looks with disfavor on any
Engine 1161. recently convert on the other. Mrs. Nelson,
who has been employed in sevpied by Whitings five and ten three or four years been practic- now an independent operator in change in the law governing
the ed into an oil burner in Albu
eral
of the big Clovis Dry Goods
querque
cent store and dry goods store ing at Fort Sumner, while Mr. northern sMexico.
shop,
was
here
the
first
Baca had state engineer's office that will
and the Elks home and several Keese, who is located at Por tales been representing Salazar legal- prevent the state engineer from of the week enroute to Amarillo Stores and who enjoys a wide
offices on the upper floors, was and who t r.joys the destinction ly until Saiazar's escape from consulting and advising with
the for service out of that point east acquaintance, will have charge
sold to the
above mentioned of being one of the foremost in a New Mexico jail and his flight county road boards of the county Engineer Jefferson and fireman of the Dry Goods Dc partment
parties. The property is among the fraternity, has been a fre- across the line into Mexico where commissioners for the building Aimnson Drought the engine and the entire store will be under the management
of
the best located in Clovis, about quent visitor in Clovis and has he has organized a small band in and betterment of county roads. trom Belen.
Mandell.
midway in the central block on represented many clients before the Casas Grandes
Mrs.
Nelson
is
G.
Magee,
J.
2. Resolved that it is the belief
who until about
district.
now in St. Louis from which
Main St. and has an east front the Courts of Curry County.
years
two
ago
scoop
wielded
a
Baca was a Republican candi- of this association that all auto
He enjoys a wide practice both
place she will go direct to New
of fifty feet.
date
for congress.
licenses and state road tares on the Santa Fe out of Clovis, is
County
in
Roosevelt
York
City to purchase the
The business of the Kendall here and
should belong to the county in spendinga few days in our midst
Dry Goods Company had grown and an upright and exemplary
stock
which
will be equal to
which they are collected. 3. renewing o d acquaintances.
any
now
to such an extent during the young attorney. He will remain The Libel Law.
County. AH
Curry
in
is
John
now delving into the
Resolved, that we believe a road
last few years, that their old lo- at the Porcales office and Mr.
The bill to be introduced at should be laid out from point on mysteries of Blackstone in the the parties interested in this
new department store are well
tiiis session of the legislature,
cation was considered entirely Pardue will locate here.
the state line south of Malaga in Kansas City School of Law,
too small to longer accommodate
degning libel and slander and Eddy County to run in a norther- Kansas City, Mo., and expects acquainted in Curry county and
Switchman Kerr Hurt
need no introduction
them and they had been conon our
for other purposes is a very ly direction through
the counties to be admitted to the bar soon. part,
templating securing larger and
Switchman, Walter ("Skeet") fair one, fair to b nth publish
suffice
but
to
it
their
tay
He
been
had
in Santa Fe on
of Eddy and Chaves to Roswell,
success
more commodious quarters for Kerr, who has been employed by ers and the public. The truth
exonly
in
business
is
legislative
business.
New Mexico and thence through
ceeded by their popularity.
some time. They expect to oc- the Santa Fe for soma time, was can be made a part of the de
Folks who have been accus
Elida, Portales and Clovis to
cupy their nw store building painfully if not dangerously hurt fense, and any fiction for libel
Texico on the Eistern New tomed to ambling down to the
about March 1st and there will by being struck by an engine, against any New Mexico news Mexico
School house Damaged
state line; this road to be depot, particularly on i Sunday,
be no change in the building while switching in the yards paper nwt be brought in the
engineer
by
choo
to
surveyed
see
high wind of Wednesday
the
choo
state
in
come
The
the
ijch wan properly fitted up about 5) o'clock Tuesday morn- county where
the paper is
be located so as to accomo- - will hava to "get up befoiv did slight damage to the Clovis
and
by Mr. Whiting exivpt a few ing. Kerr, who is only aoout 20 published. No one can possi- date the largest number of peo - breakfast" here after if they High School building, blowing
minor changes in shelving, years of age, was on duty as bly have any objections to that
pie along the route and be known want to participate in this excit off a section of the brick and
switchman ut tru time of the bill, unless indeed, it be some
counters, etc.
as the Pecos Valley and Eastern !ipg event. Next Sunday, Ftb. concrete work which enclosed
The fact that the Kendall Dry ucciueiit, in which the uccurancaiof those to whm tlm truth is
New Mexico highway; and, re- 7, the new time card takes offect the sign. It was fortunite that
Goods Conpany
have made was similar t that which cause at limes very obnoxious.
The
solved further that the State and on and after that date the the children were all inside, as
such a heavy purchase of real the death of Hugh Wilson, a vail newspapers of the state will!
legislature now in session be trains will b here between 6:30 tne falling bn'ck3 and- - concrete
i state shows
that they have boy, recently. Although t.uiails kn.-- a close watch on the bill
asked to designate said road as A M. and 8:10 A. M, except the might have caused injury or
much confidence in tne future are lacking, un inq nry at the 'and the legislator who votes!
plug, leaving here at 3:10 P M. death.
a state highway.
of the country, and they nhnul.1 hospit'il reveals the tavi that the against it must expt to have
was also dtcitkd to levy an. eastbound and the one arriving
If there is any building in the
It
know conditions as they havi inj ured switchman is no: con- - his motives qiusti
Pecos
city that should be securely con
member from the east at 1:00 A. M.
against
assessment
the
ValUy News.
lren in business here since the sidered seriously wc undtd.
counties ss follows: Eddy $50.00
Claude I). Wells, for the past structed, it is a school house,
beginning of th
It
town.
$50 00 five years employed in the o(Ii;e and we hope that the directors
Roosevelt
$100.00,
Chaves
should also serve to st't at rest,
Biggs Boy Hurt
A Leading Evangelist
Curry $50.00 and Lincoln $50.00. of the master mechanic as time- will endeavor to see that the
rumors that have been in circuThe five year oi l s in of Mr.
in
be
Clovis,
to
money to bo used to pay ex- keeper, resigned his position building is properly inspected
The
past t hat and Mrs. L. ii Liiggs
lation for som tim
wis The Rev. W. M. Mcintosh, D. penses of meetings and carry on Feb. 1st. and will take up the and strengthened.
(hey intended going out of seriously
injured D. one of the strongest evan- a good roads publicity.
simple life of a tiller of the soil,
business in the near future.
Monday when he fell from the gelists
of the Methodist church
County Salaries
near Clau fell, N. M. Mr. Wells
upper poarch ,of the Brown Ho will begin a meeting' at the
took up a claim there several
The
salaries bill for Curry
tel sustaining injuries' from First Methodist church next White Slave Case.
Back the Third Time
years ago and now has a deed to
.anty
officers
has again been
which he was unconscious until Sunday, Feb. 7th. He will be
As mentioned in last week's the place.
He has the farm the bone of contention in the
T. J. Fergusson will return in
sometime Tuesday when he sucassisted in the meeting by his issue of the News, the four ar- nicely improved and stocked New Mexico legislature.
a few days from Inglewood,
The
ceeded in regaining partial con- singer. Lucien Anderson. The!
rested at Texico, charged with with a goodly supply of cattle, joint Committees of both houses
Tennessee, after an absence of
sciousness. It is now th night meeting will be in the nature
some time. This is the third
White Slavery or a violation of horses and hogs. Having un have at last reached an agreeby Dr. Dillon, who wis in atof a union meeting and all the the Mann act, waived prelimin- limited faith in the great possi ment after what seemed
time that Mr. Fergusson has left
almost
tendance, that he will recover.
churches are invited to
ary hearing and were bound bili ties that are in store for a hcpeless deadlock. The third
New Mexico and returned again
ate, The church people of Clo- - over towait the action of the those who engage in common-sersafter declaring his intentions Moye
class county as the bill now
Returns With Johnsey vis are fortunate to secure such federal grand jury which will
fanning and stock raising stands provides for officers salthat he was "going for good. "
Sheriff D. L. Moye returned a strong and consecrated work- meet in April. L. Hughes gave in eastern New Mexico and be- aries as follows: Commissioners
He has a fine claim near
the first of the week from Alva, er. There will not be a dry bond and returned to his home ing generously endowed by na $500.00;
Treasurer and Clerk
Oklahoma, with John Johnsey service in this meeting and all in Amarillo, as did Etta Vaughn ture with grit and ambition to $3,150.00 each; Assessor $3.15 .
who it will
be
remembered the churches will be in better who went back to her domicile succeed in whatever he under- 00; Sheriff $3,150.00; School
An Honest Man
some time ago forged a check condition when
the meeting in Texico.
Richard Wisdom takes, we perdict that Mr. Wells Sup't. $1,600.00.
Agreement
A Mr. Hudson, who is employ- and had it cashed at Mandell's closes
Dr. Mcintosh is in de- and Opal Jolly are in jail await- will in due time become one of upon remaining officers pending.
ed with Shipley Bros. Cattle and another at Joe Sellars. He mand in many of the large ing the arrival of the Deputy the successful farmers of the
It is thought that the assessed
Company, Wednesday found a was given a year in the pen for cities and has daes now reach- United States Marshall who is Claudell community.
We are valuation in Curry County will
pocket book containing $112.85 the offense but later paroled. ing many months ahead.
expected to arrive this week to sorry to lose Mr. Wells and his put it in the second class and
We invite the people of Clovis eswrt them to Santa Fe where family and wish them happiness that
and upon inquiry of the News if Recently he drew a draft from
the officers' salaries. will
anyone had advertised it as lost some town in Oklahoma on the to attend these services.
they will remain until court con- and prosperity i n their new therefore exceed these figures.
was informed that it belonged Clovis National and was promptJ. H. Messer.
venes,
home.
to Mrs. Ola Patchen. The mon- ly arrested by the Oklohoma auSanta Fe Entertainment.
Basket Ball
Market Report
ey was returned to it owner.
thorities and returned to serve
W. II. Duckworth, W. I. Luik
Reading Room Entertain
A
his sentence. He used a differ(First of the week quotations) art and W. B. Cramer went as a Two basket ball games were
'will be given by the
ment
played in Clovis Friday and Sat
ent name in' Oklahoma in draw- Wheat (in car load lots) bu. $1.35
from the Chamber of
committee
Fe at the First Baptist
Santa
Teachers' Meeting
won
ing the draft than the one he Maize (bulk) per 100 lbs. 1.161-Tuesday in the urday. In the first Clovis
last
Commerce
on Monday evening Feb.
church
V The uirry lounty
Melrose by a score of 23 to
leacners used in the check forgeries at Kiffir
1.161-of the grain dealers, to from
interest
8.
is
the O. A. C. Quartette,
It
won
in
Clovis
Association met
6. In the second Shiloh
at the Clovis.
1. 16
Feterita
Texico to study conditions They
of Corvallis, Oregon.
17
to
by
of
school building last Friday and
score
Melrose
a
Judge W. II. Reese, of Por- Indian Corn (in bulk) bu. 75:ts. succeeded in making arrange- from
This is one of the best glee
Saturday and had a very interper 100 lbs. $1.00 ments with Lubbock Texas deal- 12. There was a good attend; Clubs in the country.
Cane Seed,
Tuestales,
was
Clovis
a
visitor
both
Lateness in
esting meeting.
.08cts. ers to pay the same price for ance of young folks at
day
for the opening Hens
games.
getting a report and lack of of anarranging
lOcts. grain as is paid by Farwell buyoffice with J. E. Pardue. Turkeys
Boys Sentenced
space prevents us from giving a They secured rooms up stairs in Eggs
The contract for renovating
18cts. ers. They were accompanied by
Moye and Deputy
full report this week.
Sheriff
the Jackson building.
Butter Fat
25cts. Mr. Zimmerman, of the Houston- the city hall will be let soon after
Wednesday
today.
arrested
Thomas
opened
will
be
the bids
George McLaan,
who lives
-Hart
Lumber Company.
Anderson
Bob
Dee
rePalmer
and
general
Basket Ball
includes
work
This
north of Texico, was in the city
The many friends of Dr. Scott
gambling.
charge
on
of
paintAfter
a
varnishing,
tinting,
pair,
is
he
Eyer
denies that
Dale
He re- are pleased to see him out again
The Clovis and Hereford girls Tuesday on business.
Judge
hearing
evidence
chamber,
council
of
ing
the
such
ready
etc
play
is
for
ports
in
prosperous
but
girls
team
ball
injuries
the
conditions
married
'receiving
an
in
after
at
basket
s auto accident
Not too many clerks office, fire station and Noble sentenced each to 10 days
his section and that many
and to learn that engagements.
Clovis Arena Friday at 3:30.
in jail and $10.00 fine.
rooms.
are coming in.
his family is rapidly recovering. applicants at once, please.
A good game is expected.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOPE OF

STATE NEWS

LATE LIVE HEWS
RErOCO OP THE
PROGRESS OF E ENTS AT

CONDENSED

HOME AND A3ROAD.

A

COUNTY SALARY

BILLTV0 SHIPS SUNK

Gen. Alvaro Ohregon. the Curranza
leader at the head of his troops, en
OF INTEREST TO ALL
INTRODUCED IN NEW MEXICO
tered Mexico City.
NEW MEXICO
SENATE BY HART.
iicrinau manufacturers announce
PEOPLE
they are aide 10 accept the usual
American orders this year and fill
Provides Salaries Up to $3,000 in UNDERWATER
them on time.
TOR
rnlun Ni
RAIDERS
irn
Flist Class Counties Down to $200
IMTKM foil ItntlVII KVKVI'X.
Field .Marshal Lord Roberts, who
PEDO STEAMERS IN CHANNEL
H.nithwt-st-ri
April
in Counties of Fifth Class.
Annual Mcntinic
died In France Nov. 14 of last year
Mi xii o l utllc- Growers'
NEAR HAVRE.
ion. at Deminir.
lelt an estate of
all of which
goes to his widow and daughters.
The Roswell high school Is to have Waini Newnpaprr UdIuii NiService.
General Noiiel, the Insurgent lead an agricultural course.
Santa Fe. In the Senate Squire
er, and two accomplices who were
Ui (Mini corn buyers were in Hudson
Hart, Jr., Introduced a bill providing WRECK THREE VESSELS
loimd guilty of having killed a poll!
recently, paying $.10 pi-- r ton.
or salaries running up to 13,000 a
ical enemy at a ock fight lu 1912,
Hank deposits aggregating $300,000 year In first class counties, down to
were hanged at Manila.
la the prosperity showing made by $Joo a year for the probate Judge iu LOSS OF THREE BRITISH 8HIPS
The food ait nation In Mexico is re
counties of tho fifth class.
ported to be growing more desperate Clovis.
IN THE IRISH SEA NEAR
A
First class counties are those with
carload of broom corn was
Only small quantities of cou are ob- LIVERPOOL CONFIRMED.
,
a taxable assessment over $4,000,000,
talnnble and these are being doled out shipped from Rock Island to Amarll-loand the salaries iu such counties shall
Tex.
to the most needy in pitifully small
The value of the nine elate Institu- run as follows: Clerk, treasurer and VvaU-rquantities.
Httrvli1.
XvH"'P"I' t'tlhili
assessor, $3,000 each; sheriff, $2,500;
It was officially admitted lu Home tions In New Mexico is placed at
Paris, Feb. 1. The French minister
school superintendent, $1,700; deputy of murine said yeaterduy Hint two
that the casualties lu the city of A vex
zano resulting from the recent earth
The Slute liar Association held a sheriff, $1,000; county commissioners
British ships bad been torpedoed lu
meeting In Santa Fe to dlscuBS need- and probate Judge, $i',O0; county sur- the English channel off Huvre by a
quake shock were 8. I'll 8 dead and
veyor,
per
$10
day
not to exceed 150 Uermau submarine.
0411 survivors,
They were the
of whom the majority ed legislation.
were injured.
it earners Toku Muru and Icaria. The
An election will be held In Quay days in a year.
Secoud class counties, those with roku Maru was bound from New Zea
The Paris Chamber of Deputies county April 1, to vote on the propoadopted a bill increasing by $2oo.ooo,sition to issue $00,000 bonds for roads an assessment between $2,500,000 and and to England. Her crew was res$4,000,000, providing $2,500 for clerk; :ued by the trawler Semper.
Her
(ion ho limit of the Issue of treasury and bridges.
$2,250 for assessor and treasurer;
uigo consisted In part of clothing and
bonds, which hud been fixed at $700,- It Is reported
thirty bushels per $2,200 for sheriff; $1,600 for county t contribution of 1,500 pounds ($7,600),
otKi.niin.
It ulso provides for the issu
acre was the average for wheat In superintendent; $1,200 for deputy N'ew Zealand's gift to Relglan refuancu of short time treasury bonds.
the wheat belt of eastern New Mex- sheriff; $450 for county commis- gees. No details are available conGeuerul Villa Is reported at Agual ico the past
Beason.
sioners and probate Judge; $10 for fining the torpedoing of the Icaria.
Callentes and had planned to leave
A
hog, weighing 410 county surveyor for each day not to
soon for Tnmpico. His forces under
Dublin. The steamer liustcr, from
Geu. Kosuliu Hernandez are declared pounds, with one ham weighing 50 exceed 100 days per year.
lolyhead to Kingstown, reported she
to have captured the Coahullu towus pounds, is a product from the V. K.
Third class counties are those with was
chased by a (lot man submarine
of Monclovu and Cuutru Cleugas and Wllineth ranch neur Toft.
ua assessment between $1,750,000 (or fifteen
minutes off the Kish light
the Snbluas coal fields. Carruuza's
I). M. White, formerly territorial en and $2,500,000, in which the salaries
escaped. The Kloh light
ressel,
but
home Is at Cuutra Cienegns.
gineer for New Mexico, has accepted are lo be as follows: Clerk, treasvessel Is opposite the mouth to Dublin
The capital of Mexico Is again in the superinlendenay of road construc- urer und assessor, $2,300 each; sher- say.
the hands of the forces of General tion for the county of El Puso, Tex.
iff, $1,700; deputy sheriff, $900; coun
Uuiilun. The toll taken by the Ger- Cnrranzu, who, while acting as provisSenate Hill No. 8, extending the ty superintendent,
$l,4o; county 31 a n submarine
in its raid Sutur
ional president of the government, was 1914 valuations as fixed by the state commissioners
and probate judge, lay afternoon In the Irish sen iu the
forced lo eHve Mexico City early In board of equalization to 1915 assess- $:loo; surveyor, $10 per day for not
ricluity of Liverpool still stands at
November under the threat of advancments, was passed after an amend more than 75 days.
ihree ships the steamers Iter Uru
ing troops of Generals Villa and Zup-at- ment by the Senate.
Fourth class counties, between $1,- - ichen, Linda llhinche and the Kilcoan,
who disagreed with bis policies.
The Clark Realty and Investment 000,000 and $1,750,000 assessment: the latter a uniull vobhcI. The crew
The new authorities have
Company, with ofrice at Denting, Clerk, $1,800;
assessor and treas- of the Kilconu wus landed on the Isle
order and a general feeling of Theresa Clark, agent, filed Incorporasheriff, $1,500; sf Man Sunday by a constwise
urer, $l,U0O
each:
confidence prevails.
tion papers In the office of the state county superintendent,
iteamer.
$1,200; depucorporation commission.
This underwater Kitidcn Is the saniti
ty sheriff, $000; probate Judge und
SPORT.
A stringent
snel which last September
tor
law, mak- county commissioners,
$250
each;
ing it Illegal for officials of the state, county surveyor, $10 a day not to ex- pedoed, In the North sea, the British
Harry Heilman. outfield utility counties or municipalities
cruiser Pathfinder with a loss of 246
to employ ceed 75 days a year.
man with Detroit last year, was
lives, and later destroyed two llritisb
as assistants, is being drawn
relatives
a
tnxnble
counties,
with
Fifth
cluss
signed by the San Francisco baseball
learners off Havre.
for submission (o the Legislature.
11
$1,000,000
assessment of less than
club.
Sho found numerous vessels In the
Ishmael Sparks, formerly proprietor
The Chicago Cubs ure ubout to be of the Santa Fe telephone system, and year: Clerk, $1,500; sheriff, $1,:!00; waters to w hich she has centered her
$1,200
assessor,
and
each:
treasurer
"sold" again. The latest offer was later in business in Gallup, bus purIn udditlon to the three
activities.
one of $.".(H),(iOo In real money from chased the Socorro telephone system county superintendent, $1,000; depu- vessels she Is known to have sunk,
Judge
$100;
and
ty
probate
sheriff,
a new Chicago syndicate.
at least five other steamers have been
from (apt. T. J. Matthews.
county commissioners, $200 each; surby her.
Harry Kramer returned to Denver
Fire caused the almost total de veyor, $10 a day for not more than chased
These include tho ateamor Graphic,
a very pleased young man.
He sue struction of the planing mill owned
with 100 passengers and a crew of
ceeded In defeat lug Karl Puryear at by Mrs. O. S. Warren lu Silver City. 60 days.
salary bill practically forty, and the smaller boats Atreus,
A county
Umgniont in a
battle.
A fire at the Sunnyside Sanatorium
All
Allen Prindivllle has joined the in destroyed a large barn, causing a loss Identical with one vetoed by the gov- Ava, Kathleen and Kndymlon.
flight
ernor at the last session was Intro- these vessels escaped In
door baseball hull of fame member, of $1,500.
duced In the Senate by Mr. Clark of
Fierce Attack In Carpathian Hills.
ship. He twirled his team, the Mc- Live slock lu Lincoln county went
London. For the fourth time since
llales, to vluory at Chicago, bv pitch into the winter in good condition, and San Miguel county.
the beginning of the war tho Carpaing a
game in the K. of the prospects uow are that the stock
New Mexico Live Stock Report.
thian mouutulns, between Dui;a and
C. league.
the
num
of
Ke
Estimates
Santa
will come out splendidly, with every
A bill to legalize horse racing in St. promise of good spring grass and amber and vulue per head of live stock W'yszkow pusses, Is the scone of a
for the past pitched buttle. Previous battle were
In the state on January
Louis and Jackson
ple w,ntcr.
Mo., inbetween Russians and
years are as Indicated below:
two
cluding Kansas City, was Introduced
At the open meeting of the House
but In that which Is developValue per
In 'the Legislature
by Representa committee, on roads and highways,
Number. Head. ing the Austrians and Hungarians
tive Taylor of Jackson count v. The held at the De Vargas hotel in Santa Horses
217.000 $55.00 have tho assistance of the German
Jan. 1, 1915
bill would legalize the
l
sya- - Fe, there whs a general expression fa65.00 armies and ure assuming a vigorous
197,000
1, 1914
Jun.
tem.
voring the abolishment of the county
offensive.
Mules
Perry Mctilllivruy retained the 440- - road boards.
Despite this, tho Russian reports as1 6,0(111
$S.00
Jan. 1, 1915
yard swimming championsuip of the
fighting has
That Ilillshoro, the county seat of
92.00 sert tho preliminary
15.000
Jan. 1, 191
Central A. A. U. nt Chicago by innklng Sierra county, has recovered from the
turned to the advantage of Ru3sia aud
Cows-J- an.
Milch
in
the distance
5:2ti
four seconds blow dealt by the cloudburst on June
68,000 $61.50 that prisoners and guns have been
1, 1915
slower llinn the American record made in, which Inflicted a $.V,mm loss, was
cuptureii.
r,2, 0
65.0
Jan. I. 191
by L. linger in San Francisco last the
Except lu the neighborhood of
statement of former District At- Other Cattle
July.
torney Edward I). Tlttmauii.
BaSBee aud the Argonne where the
99l,o(iO $:I5..V
Jan. 1. 191.",
Germans have resumed their attack,
:S2.i
9IS.0110
New Mexico has one dry county,
Jun. 1. 191
GENERAL.
artillery has been the only arm en
Iwenly flve wet, but most of the ter- Sheep
gaged on tho western front. The Ger
1!.:: 10,01(0
$ H..VI
Jan. 1, 191.1
ritory is dry by precincts and disOrders were issued at Connellsville,
::.oo mans again claim to have captured
2,0:10,000
.inn. I, I9ii
Twenty-onwere
elections
tricts
Pu., by the II. C. Frlck Coke Company
oroa trenches near la llnssee, while
Swine-J- an.
to immediately fire 1,000 coke ovens won during 1914 by the drys, and
7.;,ooo $ .w the French say that the Ilritish have
1, 1915
lost.
nine
that have been Idle a year or more.
nfi.000
10.10 reoccupled all the ground which had
Jan. 1, 1914 ..1
The libel law endorsed by the execubeen temporarily lost.
The Duke of Manchester Is not men
on
Dam.
Work
At that place the British official
tioned In the will of the late Eugene tive committee of the State Press As
Santa Ft.- The reclamation service
in a description of tho bat
Zimmerman, railroad magnate and cap- sociation, and which was changed
reports that more than :t50 teams and tle on Jun. 25, says that after some
italist, which was filed for probate at from the original draft after s'tgges
dredging
In
work
men
500
the
are
at
tlons were made by Attorney General
of the most desperate
Cincinnati.
Clancy und others, was Introduced in east and west side canals under the fighting of the war the Germans were
Announcement was made at Cala- Elephant Finite dam project.
House by Nestor Montoya.
driven out and suffered severe losses.
sainiim, Pa., by a local firm of the re- the
ceipt of an order from the Russian
The abolishment of the present ar
Prominent Citizens Die.
FLOODS ROUT ARIZONA FAMILIES
government for 1,000,000 horseshoes. bitrary adjustment of fire losses In
Santa Fe. William Vaughn, for
The plant is running day and night. New Mexico by fire Insurance adjust thirty years a resident of Santa Fe, Enormous Damage to 8tock and Prop
The Hronx county, N. Y., grand Jury, ers is sought by a bill introduced In for many years a mnnager of tlie old
erty and Many Lives Periled.
returned two indict incuts charging the House by Representative Skeen of Palace hotel and one of the most
Pboenlx,
Aria., Feb. L Southern
murder in the first degree against Eddy county.
w idely known hotel men In the Southand central Arizona were visited Sat
Mrs. Ida Snlffen Rogers, who was
Official Interpreters and translators, west, died here. Paul Staab, son of urday by a storm and flood condl
known as the wife of
Elton able to Interpret and translate Eng- the late A. Staab, and Deputy United tlons appproachlirg those which swept
Rogers, and alleging that she pois lish and Spanish, will become features States Marshal ( E. Newcomer, a vet- the same sections with dlsnstrous reoned her two babies.
of the District Courts of Now Mexico, eran peace officer, both prominent sults a few months ago. The damags
A Babylonian tablet,
believed to if the bill introduced in the House by New Mexicans, died in Albuquerque.
Is estimated at $200,000.
have been burled In the earth more Fluvlo Vigil becomes a law. The bill
Rains, which began Wednesday,
8uffrag
Bills..
Prohibition and
than 4. (Mm years, and containing the provides that such official Interprethave put under water many produc
conto
paid
Amendments
Fe.
the
shall
be
and
Santa
translators
ers
earliest law code, recently has been
tive acres between here and Ulsbee,
yearly in uli of the judicial dis- stitution of New Mexico providing for rendering homeless scores of famiunearthed and Is now in possession
prohibisuffrage
equal
except
wide
and
state
sixth,
the
the
state
of
of Vale 1'niverslty, It became known tricts
lies and Isolating both Globe and Miand that In the sixth the salary shall tion were introduced In tho Senate. ami. In the Salt river valley dam
at New Haven, Conn.
rebe $700 a year.
Senator llarth of IJernallllo was
age amounting to more than $100,000
While llan.es which had burst
sponsible
for the equal suffrage bad been done Rlnco Saturday. At 6
if Santa Fe can raise $.',000, the amendment
throii!;h the floor at his feet while he
and Senator Mabry of o'clock Saturday morning the
river
was saying mass, were creeping to the shops of the New Mexico Central rail- Curry Introduced
the prohibition topped Its banks at a higher flood
way will be brought there, bringing
beiiiM of his garments.
E.
J.
Father
amendment.
with them $7,ooo to $S, i in annual
stage than any recorded In twenty
Aylward pleaded with his congrega
years. Ranchers
In the lowlands
tion lu the Rinnan Catholic church salaries paid the employes and over
Scottish Rite to Have Reunion.
in salaries paid to train
were caught unpreparea and were
at Montgomery city. Mo., to leave the $25.unn
Twenty-fouV6.
prominent
Banta
building in an orderly manner. The crews." Such wus the Information men of New Mexico have already pe- chased to their houses to escape the
congregation, which had started a given to the members of the Santa titioned to take the Scottish Kite Ma- waters. They were rescued by county
rush for the doors, hesitated and then F Chamber of Commerce when the sonic degrees at the reunion of the officials In boats. Tho homes of sevenof tho New Mexico Centy-five
families were swept awuy,
left quietly.
Members of 11 nearby new receiver
Orient of New Mexico in the Santa Fe
church joined In a bucket brigade and tral, Ralph (.'. Ely, delivered an elo- cathedral during the week beginning according to latest reports. In Phoe
quent
address on the railway's possinix animals In the Zoo worth $30,000
extiiiLTisln-ithe fire, which had deFeb. 22.
bilities.
were drowned.
stroyed the building.
Philip PnlioutU, charged with shootMrs Henry Ward Heecher was
Million of 1914 Taxes Collected.
Over
Obrcgon Rules Mexico's Capital.
granted a divorce In the Supreme ing and killing R. Splienola, an
Washington. General Obregon rules
traveling
The
Fe.
Santa
Btiditor'8
in
Italian,
the
Van Houten coal camp,
Court of Huston from a grandson of
statement of percentage of taxes col- at Mexico City In the name of Genthe famous New York divine of half Is being sought by a posse headed by lected Tor 1912, 1913 and 1914 up to eral Curranza, First Chief of the Conthe sheriff of Colfax county, in the
a century ago.
heavy flows of the Taos mountains. December 31, 1911, was compiled, stitutionalists, who la at Vera Out.
A bill repealing the cotton acre reSplienola urrived from ituly tho day showing that 29.80 per cent of the General Villa Is at Aguas Cullontes,
duction law enacted at a special sesGeneral Zapata at Cunrnavaca, and
1911 or current taxes have been rebefore he was killed.
sion of the South Carolina Legislathe wbnrenbouts of Roque Gonzales
on
ceived,
being
total
roll
the
the
B.
W.
Acrey
Carlsbad,
was
At
found
ture Inst October was passed by the
Garza and lOulallo Gutierrez, lately
amount
and
the
collected
charged
guilty.
not
was
He
with the
House of Representatives.
uccesslve in charre of tho executive
killing of Richard Murrah out in the being $1,194,767.50. Of the 1913 taxes
Curtailment
of the
President's Rocky Arroya country last March. He which amounted to $1,237,704.87, 84.47 power in Mexico City, are unknown.
This Is the geographical distribution
.
power by extension of the civil serv- was Indicted and tried Inst Septemper cent was collected, or
ice was advocated by William II. Taft ber. The Jury failed to agree on
Of the 1912 tsxes, 89.77 per of the various culefs In Mexico, rhown
a
In advice Saturday to the State
in the second of a series of three ad- verdict and was discharged.
cent was collected.
dresses In the University of Virginia.
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WAR.

THE

ABOUT

i.

or

Tin- - general le ;i.iiii,irtHi-army
Kir
nili (i. in. mii

corps at
has l'. !i cli stroyed by fire
or Incendiary tuigni. m cording to din- pattlif ren in d ut Paris. Important
iniliiarv iIim'iiiiii ii were destroyed.
A royai il'M iii' Iki been issued cali
lug lo Hit' rcilm
Hi" Italian soldiers
or tin' first int. i;. 'iv. linrn in 1XS, and
Iii artillery, and
heloncini: to Hi"
also tin- Aliil
ni and the soldier
or tin- third in'' Cory. Iiorn in 1S91
1S92. is(i: ami ivi belonging to the
Alpine troops.
c in p porta received
. i i in it
at
(ieneva Iiuiii liitiliriicli in the Aus
Irian irnunland of Tyrol. Kinperor
Francis .Iom ili is arranging to abdl
cate. il Is lug said he Is unable to
agree with the views of Kinperor Wll
Main on military ntlairs, and also be
cause hi the Ceiin.ni Ihnporor's attl
tilde t. iiurding peace.
With the iirmi. s in France and
the
rectiperaliiiK lifter
Plunders
titreiiiioiis fighting of .he earlier days
Htrin-.-iui!-

-

i

of last

lurk

anil

11.

ly local

actions

recorded, interest in the war situation mis transferred to the HiiHslan
offensive in Kasl Prussia and (he attempt of a sluing
iirni) to ilisluil).' tlie troops of
N'icliiilas tr.'iu tlieir positions in
tin- Carpathians.
A ilisiMtili 10
he Renter Telegram
Company from Till is, the Russian
Briny In adqunrlci s in Transcaucusia,
say; l iity deck villages around
Kars. in uniiliei ii Ttntiseuueuslu, have
laid in ruins In the Turks. The
flight of (lie (inek iniialiitants was
precipitate and he w omen and children are said to have suffered intensely from t he cold
ether. It is reported that ninny oi the men among
the tirei ks wi re made prisoners and
thai soii.i
killed."
Aiislro-Cerma-

r

-

11

I

w.-r-

WESTERN.

1

Houston. Tex.

liiniiors of the Jefferson County
Savings Lank announced at llirming-hiun- .
Ala., that the institution bad suspended, and its atlalrs were in the
hands of the State Hanking Depart-nnt.
Com-pi.n-

sin-wa- s

Jail.

Captain Frank II. Aiusworth, award
ed a medal by Congress for planting
the first American flag on Cuban soil
tin outbreak nl' the Spunlsn
American war, and ror rive years inspector of Immigration in San Francisco, received notice of dismissal.
Miss Jessie llllzubelh Cope, the
California girl whose "white slavery"
charges against Col. Charles Alexander, millionaire Rhode Islander, developed into
bribery
Indictment
against herself, pleaded not guilty
when arraigned hefore Federal Judge
Carpenter in Chicago.

alter

WASHINGTON.
The Supreme Court announced It
would take a recess after announcing
opinions Feb. I, until Feb. 23.
During the year ending June iltitli
last a total of 10,3112 persons, luelud
iug 2Mm passengers, lost their lives
in accidents on railroads and in rail
road shops, reporting to the Intel
stale Commerce Commission, lu ad
ilitlon, i!ij,t;t!2 persons were Injured, of
whom 15,121 were passengers.
'A ceusus of the canal zone just completed shows a loss of 14,1. 'hi Inhabitants during the last year, the present
population being :j ,1 ;o.
President Wilson and employes al
the White House wore carnations in
birthday
honor of tlie seventy-seconanniversary 01 the lute I'residi nt William McKinlcy.
Miss Lucy Iliirlesoti, tlie poi.t master
generals daughter, again emphatically denied renewed reports that she
was to Marry Justice McKeyuolds of
the Supreme Court of the I'nited
States.
1
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Frank T. Crawford, son of the
founder of the National liisruit
and an oftietnl of that concern
ended Ills III" ,y leaping liolll tlie
third stnr window of his North Side
home in Cliicnj;o.
Mrs. Frank Lnl.iuie. tlie sixth victim
of a family of seven, who were found
dying from an unknown cause at their
home m ar Hugo. Colo., died at St. Anthony's hospital in llenver, where
taken lu the hope of saving her
life.
tleoigc Itaxter. who was recently arrested at Itaton. N. M.. on a (hinge
of cashing forged postal money orders
In Pueblo was brought to Denver by
Marshal A. II. Hudspeth of New Mex
lco and placed in the Denver county

liffhtrr- - fluffier

A...n..

zig-za-

no-hl-

Ward P. Snyder died from the effects of poison tak.11 after he killed
hi- - v ile in tin. liaptist Sanitarium
al
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Information From Headquarters.
"Jinx has written liner plays than
Shakespeare ever did."
"You surprise me! . Where were
they produced?"
"They never wcro. Hut he told me
about them, and he ought to know."
Exhausted Itself.
Teacher Years ago the kingdom of
Spain ran clear around the world.
Tommy Who chased It?
Then Her Mother Butted In.
"Don't you think war Is the most
awful thing on earth?"
"1 used to before I was married."
Painted complexions shouldn't
ways be taken at their face value.

$L-20-

r

II 1

caicl-a- w
whalwi tnn h Miaki.
to fir Mprrer to Mr Bilk tad aaia.

Claal

A good cigarette must
be the purest of tobacco
and most choice in leaf.
Such is Fatima Cig-

arettesthe popular,

mild Turkish-blennow smoked universally in this country I
d,

"Distinctively

Individual"

al-

THE CLOVIS NEWS

FRUIT

MARVEL IN TRANSPORT

LAXATIVE

CAR VENTILATION
No

GERMAN RAILROADS MADE RECORD AT WAR'S BEGINNING.

child

F ok

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.

Movement of the Troops to the Frontier of France Was a Remarkable
Achievement Army Officer
Given the Credit

Every mother realize!, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
The German belief In rules and red
Ftgi" that this la their Ideal laxative,
because they love lta pleasant tasta tape is well known. This feature of
"thoroughness" reaches Its
and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels with climax on the Germua railroads, according to a writer in the Railroad
out griping.
rule,"
When cross, irritable, feverish, or Man's Magazine. "There Is
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at he says, "for every possible combinathe tongue, mother! If coated, give a tion of circumstances. Each cluss of
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit employees has Its own bulky book of
laxative," and In a few hours all the rules."
Treasury and accounting rules Oil
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bow- 12 volumes totaling 3,000 pages; rules
els, and you have a well, playful child for the operuling and muluteuuuce of
again. When Its little system Is full way departments combined fill two
of cold, throat sore, has stomach ache, volumes of 1,141 pages.
ilesldes these there are signal rules,
diarrhoea, Indigestion, colic remember, a good "Inside cleaning" .should traffic rules, regulations regarding roiling stock, and many others.
always be the first treatment given.
Despite the red tape, in transportMillions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a ing 2,000,000 soldiers to the French
teaspoonful today saves a sick child frontlor in 19 days at the beginning of
the present war, the Uermun railroads
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup of performed one of the most remarkable
Figs," which lias directions for babies, feuts in the history of railrouding.
"This feat," a writer says, "required
children of all ages and grown ups
26,000 military truins, allowing only
printed on the bottle. Adv.
seventy-sevemen to a train; but
then, it must bu remembered that an
St. Genevieve.
St. flenevleve, the putron saint of army requirea an enormous amount of
including
TarlH, was consecrated at the age of baggage and equipment,
food, cooking utensils, forage, ammunition, tents, extra clothing, officers'
bugguge, artillery transport, wagons
and motor trucks for distributing supplies from the nearest railroad station,
horses for the wagons and for the cavalry, field telegraph, wireless stations,
automobile searchlights,
aeroplanes
and other paraphernalia."
One of the reasons that It wus possible for the railroad men to perform
the work was that tho unny oillcials
took complete charge of the ruilroads
on the outbreak of war. Everything
gave way to the needs of transporting
troops, and red tupe wan forgotten.

seven to the service of religion by St.
Oennunus, bishop of Auxerre, who
chanced to iuhb through tlio village of
Nunterrn, where she lived, about four
miles from I'arls. She acquired a
The
great reputation fur sunctity.
church of St. Genevieve, completed in
Dur17C4, was mimed in her honor.
ing the revolutionary period It was
withdrawn from the service of religion and culled the I'millieon, but wus
afterward restored in nuine and to
ecclesiastical uses.

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,

DOES AWAY WITH

BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR

A

ISM"

PROBLEM

Really Satisfactory 8ystm
Yet Been Devised, It I
Asserted.

Has

STOP FOR

No

Just Punishment.

HAIR OR NO HAIR?

TRAIN

It Is Certainly

Method Said to Have Been Tested and
Proved Capable of Doing
the Work.

It Isn't Being Done Now.

"Jane Is so very romantic. She says
"he's going right down on lier knees
to beg her lather to let her marry
Hobby."

"What's she uniting for?"
"For the styles to change.'
SUFFERED

,

3.

FOR FOUR YEARS.

M.

Ml
7

fii'''

Adv.
A

Mean Question.

"I have been to consult a
doctor about my complexion."

"!

beuuty

When Your Eyes Need Care

rl

! Marine teieMetHelnr. NnHmartlnirfine Aft (juu'kly. Trjr ll tor He.1. V.ek,
Hons Kjesaml Uraiiiilatril K.vrlliln. Murine la

not
"I'aienl
romnniimlnl ly our 111
Mliwwfill I'liJW' iHnn
lliwtl
Mrdli-lnalll
to
de.tlea.lrd
Nnw
many
year".
IWllif for
at
Ihr I'ulille "nil wild ly
Kye Halve In Aeltle Tiihra,
Hnttl". Murine
tta ami M,-- . Write fur Hunk of Hie t.y tree.
Murine Eye Remedy Company, Chicago. Adv.

tat

rr

France have good mothers, and
she will have good sons Napoleon.

In Conserva-

Deep plowing Is the first step to b
r
observed In storing water. The
is a valuable adjunct to the plow
and materially assist in loosening
the ground below the reach of the
plow, thereby Increasing the porosity
ot the soil. However, dire results may
come from using a subsoller If it Is
run so deep that the subsoil Is rendered so loose that capillary attraction
Is hindered.
The subsoller should not
be run deeper than one Inch the first
year, a little deeper providing the
stirred soil Is kept compact; In other
words, free from lumps and air
paces, each succeeding year.
Water will gravitate through the
lumpy spuce, but will not come up
through lumpy soil and air spaces. If,
however, the farmer will disk his
(round before plowing, so that when
the plow turns the slices ot earth the
Interstices that may exist on the bottom of the furrow made by the
are filled with pulverized dirt,
the contuct is sufficiently compact to
insure capillarity, and at the same time
loose enough to freely admit surface
water. The use of the corrugated roller or subsurface packer, run at right
angles with the prevailing wind, p relents In a greut measure the blowing
of soil, If stubble, manure and straw
Is thoroughly mixed with the soil.
Capillary attraction is nature's process of moving water from the deeper
subsoils to the surface. Stored water
passes upwards, from soil particle to
soil particle, forming a film around
each particle of soil until the surface
by
Is reached, whei, it Is consume
growing plants or passed into the air
by evaporutlon.
Water will rise from
eight to fifteen feet, according to the
character ot the soil, and the deep
rooting plants, such as some of the
legumes, wl.l secure moisture from
even a greuter depth.

ITtBu

sub-toil-

Hot shampoos with Cutlcura Soap,
followed by light dressings of Cutlcura Ointment rubbed into the scalp
skin tend to clear the scalp of dandruff, soothe itching and Irritation and MAKING AN IDEAL SEED BED
condipromote healthy
tions. Nothing better, cleaner, purer. For Wheat and Other 8mall Grains
Sample each free by mull with (took.
Boll Should Be Mellow Only Little
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
Deeper Than Planted.
boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Hy ritOF. A. M. TKN KYCK.)
Here's a Tangle.
The seed bud refers to the tilled soil
How easy it is to mix up the aver- as deep as
may be plowed. This
age business mull was demonstrated
may be from three to twelve, or even
the other day when the son of a iocul eighteen inches, when the subsoil plow
merchant leaned against his father's Is iiHed in connection with the stirring
knee and Innocently asked:
plow.
The Iteal seed bed, however,
"Muddy, is today tomorrow?"
for seeding wheat, other smull grultiB,
"No, my son, of course today Isn't alfalfa, etc., should be loose or meltomorrow," answered the father.
low only a little deeper than the seed
"Hut you mi il it was," continued the is planted. I'ulow the depth a' which
son.
the Beed Is deposited in the soil the
"When did f ever say today wus to- seed bed must be well pulverized, but
morrow?"
firm and well settled, the furrow
" Yostetduy," answered tho son.
slices making a good union with the
"Well, It was; today was tomorrow subsoil below.
yst'Tiliiy, but today Is today. Just as
The seed bed mny be prop, red by
yesietdii) was today yentoi'd o but If tilttvating nit'. f'iP'crent i nplt irents.
yesterday today, and tomorrow will be The disk harrow may be the bcsl imtoday tomorrow, which makes today plement to use after fail plowing, or
yesterday and tomorrow nil at once early in the spring, several weeks
Now run along and play," nnd the fa
seeding. Hut surface cultivation
their collapsed Into ills chair with B Just before seeding should usually be
slfili of relief. Ixiulsville Times.
accomplished with noma Implement
which does not cultivate so deep us
the disk hurrow.
Soma Hint.
The mellow soil produced by culti"Hello, IllanU!
Where are you go
vation is the mulch which has to do
ing in such a hurry?"
of tho soil
"To the post office to put up a kick with the conservation
about the wretched de'lvcry service." moisture. The soil mulch may be two
o thrco inches in thlcknejs when the
"What's the trouble?"
"Why, that check you promised to ground Is being Unally prepared for
send mi ten days ago hasn't reached seeding wheat, or other small seeds.
Again we often weight the spike-tootnie yet."
barrows so ns to make them stir
Language was given us that we deeper nnd leave the ground in a more
might suy pleunul tilings to each olh furrowed condition than may usually
result from light harrowing.
er.-- - Ilovee.
I

stances, and will automatically stop
the train unless positively held In nn
Inoperative position by Hie engineer.
Mi ans are provided whereby the engineer will have absolute control over
tho engine at all times, but when negligent or tncapaciiitcd for any reason,
the mechanism will automatically operate. Sell ntlllc American.

j

e

Steel Raits Improved.
Since the first railroad there has
been great improvement in steel rails
as well as growth in locomotlveB. At
a late meeting of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers In Puna,
Mallet, inventor of the articu
lated locomotive, showed that In 1824
engines weighing five tons ran on
rolls of 24 2 pounds per yard, the locomotive weighing :S27 times a yard of
rail. In IMG engines of Tl tons ran
CLAIM MUCH FOR NEW TIE on rails ot 70.52 per yard, or 7 nil times
the weight per yard in 1914 a Mallet
Of Metal, and Inventor Claims Tnat It locomotive having ten coupled axles,
with adhesive weight of iMn tons, has
Is Without Defects That
Narrow minds think nothing right
been put to use in the United Stntes that Is above their own capacity
Mark Others.
rails an engine weight ItocheloucullM.
on
of 4,l) times the weight ot lull per
The objects In this case are to
a metallic railroad tie. together yard.
OUR NATIONAL DISEASE
with a novel arrangement ol supportCaused by Coffee.
of
Matterhorn.
the
First Ascent
ing blocks therefor, as well as tie
The first ascent of the Matterhorn
itraps to be em ployed in connection
Physicians know that drug will not
In Switzerland took place on July H.
K ith tho ties utid blocks at the Joints,
the evils caused by coffee and
correct
fifty years ago. and plans have been
that tho only remedy is to stop drinkmade for celebrating the event next ing it.
year by the erection of a statue to
An Arkansas doctor says:
the memory of the leader of the ex
"1 was a cofTee driuker for ninny
ppultion. Edward Whymper. who v.bb years and often thought
that I could
the leader of the party. This feat was not do without It, but after years ot
Occby
worst
one of the
attended
Railroad Tie.
suffering with our national malady,
idents in the history, of Alpine climbdyspepsia, I attributed (t to the drink
purpose
being
the
to form a substan- ing. The top nad been reached and lug
of coffee, nnd after some thought
tial support lor the rail; to provide the descent had Just commenced when
to use Postum for my
tor assembling the parts so that a one member of the party slipped una determined
morning drink.
proper alignment will result: and to dragged three ot his companions with
"I had the Postum made carefully
ifford an effective bracing means for him. falling a distance ol 4.000 feet. according to
directions on the pkg. and
tho rails and for resisting the con Mr Whymper and two others were found It
Just stilted Jny taste.
Taction and expansion of the rails -- saved only by the breaking of the
"At first I used It only for breakfast,
Scientific American.
rope which bound them all together but I found myself getting so much
better, that I had It at all meals, and I
Raise
Animals.
Work
Erie Double-Tracam pleased to say that 1 have been re
Vp to the present time experiments
An official of the Krle reports that
llevcd of Indigestion. I gained 19
n, breeding fur bearers have been
that company and subsidiary lines pounds In 4 months and my general
on only with minks and martens. will enrry out double trucking work health Is greatly Improved.
Kt the two stations Prlchard, Idaho, as follows: Hetween Allegnny. N. V..
"I mimt tell you of a young lady In
and Cnrrolton, 6.8 miles; Chicago
ind tho National Zoological park
Illinois. She had been In 111 health for
(iriffith,
healthy
Ind
between
bred,
the
Erie
and
,
and
ulnks have been
tamax.
many years, the vital forces low, with
Sondltlun of the young animals prom .18 miles; Sharon inilwuy, between
hut little pain, t wrote her of the good
sos success. The stock of martens Ferronn. Pa., nnd West Middlesex, and that Postum did me and advised her to
sas secured too lute for the aiiin.als between New Castle Waterworks and try It.
o breed this season. In the coming New Castle Junction. 12 miles: Ny
"At the end of the year, she wrote
rear It Is intended to add raccoons, pano railroad from Stenmburg. N Y , me that she had gained 40 pounds In
ikunka, and possibly foxes to the list to Waterhorn, nine miles, and Cleve weight and felt llkp herself again."
f animals to be Included in thee
land & Mahoning Valley, on the Cannl
Name given by Postum Co., llattle
brunch, from Youngstown, O., to Ulr Creek, Mich. Read ' The Road to
"
ard, Ave miles.
In pkgs.
Russians Easily Fed.
Postum comes in two forms:
Helng Inured to hardships, Russian
Tolstoi and the Kaiser.
Regular Postum must bp well boiled.
loldlers can march "incessantly,' and
Apparently I.eo Tolstoi possessed a 15c and 2!c packages.
heir needs In the way of food are very poor opinion of Kaiser Wllheim
Instant Postum Is a soluble powder.
few and simple. The Russian soldier In 1900, on the assassination of King A
teaspoonful dissolves quickly In a
tats very little meat, rye bread being Humbert he wrote an article entitled, cup of hot water and, with cream and
jls staple food, and so long as be can 'Thou Shalt Not Kill," the publication sugar, makes a delicious beverage Inlet some cabbage soup, some tea (he of which was prohibited In Russia stantly. 30c and r0c tins.
a a great tea drinker), some "kvass" At Leipzig, In July, 19o:i. on the deThe cost ppr cup of both kinds Is
a beverage made from fermented mand of the poblic prosecutor, the about the same.
bread some fish, or some porridge, Oerman edition of It was seized for
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
les majeste and was destroyed.
la U quite content.
sold by Grocers.
e

g

car-'le-

Well-vllle.-

he hold out uny hope?"

lrBill

Cutl-cur-

pro-rid- e

Sinclair of Olivehlll.
Tenn., writes: "I strained my back,
which weakened my kidneys and
caused on awful bad backache and
of
Inflammation
Lathe bladder.
ter I became so
much worse that
I
a
consulted
doctor, who said
sk that I bad Wa
bu,c
an1
'hat
al
mv heart was
fected. I suffer
Mr. J. M. Sinclair. ei, for four yenri
and was In a nervous state and very
The doctor's medimuch depressed.
cine didn't help me, so I decided to
try Dodds Kidney Pills, and I cannot
say enough to express my relief and
thankfulness, ns they cured me. Diamond Dinner Pills cured me ol Constipation."
Dodds Kidney Pills, GOc. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
lluffalo. N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. Ail 3 sent free.
Mr.

j

Up to You and

Trial Free.

In this case un object Is to provide
an Improved structure which will signal the engineer under certain circum- -

'

sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.

Mrs.
lleiiiiiianclliHin
his paper
says a woman burglar was identified
by two missing teeth.
Mr. lluiuniaiidham -- Serves her right.

Telephone
Devised
Especially for the Use of Train

Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy, abundant, and appears as soft, lustrous and beautiful us a young girl's
lifter a "Dunderino hair demise." Just
try this moisteu a cloth with a little
draw It
Dunderino and carefully
tin outfit your liuir, taking one email
strand ut a time. This will cluun.o
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and in just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Ilcsldes beautifying tho hair at one,
I)anderlne dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purillus and Invigorates tile sculp, forever stopping itching and fulling hulr.
Hut whnt will pleuse you most will
bo after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hnlr fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, Boft hair and lots
of It, surely get a 23 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from any store
and just try it. Adv.

First Step to Bs Observed

tion of Moisture Use of Packer
Will Prevent Blowing.

Get a 10 cent box.
Arc you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
Salts, Cathurtic I'llls, CaBtor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomuch, remove (he sour
tnd fermenting fond and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In tho bowels.
A Cascoret
will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 rents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascnret now nnd then and never
have Headache, rtllloiisnesH,
Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation.
Adv.

HEADPIECE

dispatching by telephone has
been in vogue on some few of the
ruilroads of this country for some
time, but one of the serious objections
to it has been the necessity of operators wearing a headpiece so they may
henr distinctly. The electrician of the
Delaware, Lackawanna a Western
railroad has devised a
telephone which has proved very efllclent in pructlco. It represents such
u great convenience that it 18 entirely
likely that the apparatus will soon
come into general uae where there is
no demand for privacy. The receiver,
which is more sensitive than that ordinarily employed, la furnished with
a horn, something like a phonograph
torn, und is mounted on the dispatchers desk at any convenient point, bo
Unit he can receive a message without putting his ear 'to the receiver.
The transmitter Is also fitted with a
horn. Into which the operator can
sneak. No amplifiers are used. With
this outfit a message may be heard in
all of the loud speaking receivers on
the lino within fifteen feet of any one
ol them.

WHY CRIP IS DANGEROUS.

IS IMPORTANT

sub-toile-

Loud-8pekin- g

Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxuriant and Remove Dandruff Real
Surprise for You.

ACT

ON LIVER; BOWELS

The state board of health Is endeavoring to Impress upon the people the
Importance of fresh air, pure food
and ventilation of steam and trolley
cars. Just bow the latter is to be accomplished Is not explained and the
board frankly admits that no satisfactory system has yet been devised for
ventilation of cars, but thinks that
more extensive uso of the ventilators
would produce good results
There does not appear to be any
reason why ventllutors cannot be used
to remove foul air from a car and the
same system operated In, perhaps, a
little different way would permit of
a more thorough and satisfactory ventilation, the New Ilritaln (Conn ) HerA smoking car on a
ald observes.
steam train is an aboiuiiiation for all
except those who smoke. The car is
often filled with smoke so as to prevent a view from one end to the other. The air is suffocating and with the
smoke added the place becomes a
most distressing one for ordinary people
As there Is nothing to prevent establishing the conditions desired by
the state board of health except a
system of ventilation, it would seem
as If the Inventive genius of Connecticut would quickly respond to the demands of the hour. Ventilutlon has
been provided in ull kinds of buildings, and it would appear as if it
Is only a step from that to ventilating
a railroad car, especially us health
requires it.
AUTOMATIC

DEEP PLOWING

TO

PREVENT SOIL

ait

It requires a good tonio laxative to
keep the body of the patient as strong
as possible to counteract the effect of
the poisons created by the grip bacil-luAn expectorant tonlo with some
laxative qualities is the safest remedy. Such Is Peruna.
Mrs. Gentry Gates, 21 First Ave..
East Lake. Ala., writes: "I had a
bad case of grip. I tried Peruna and
It cured me. I can safeljr say tt la a
s.

fine medicine."
Mr. George E. Law. Mtt N. Frank-U- n
"I am
St., Rratll, Ind., writes:

satisfied that Peruna is a wonderful
remedy for grip, and I do most heart-ll- y
endorse and recommend It."

"Won" Out

He

"Were you gambling last night?"
was a donation par"No. indeed.
ty. I came away a hundred to the
good."
1

IF HAIR IS TURNING
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA
Don't Look Oldl Try Grandmother'e
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
Gray, Faded, Lifeless Hair.
Grandmother kept her hair beautifully darkened, glossy and abundant
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
Whenever her hair fell out or took on
that dull, faded or streaked appearance, this simple mixture was applied
with wonderful effect. Ily asking at
any drug Btore for "Wyeth's Sage and
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will get a
recipe,
large bottle of this
ready to use, for about 60 cents. This
simple mlxtuia can be depended upon
to restore natgrul color and beauty
to the hair and Is splendid for dandruff, dry. Itchy scalp and falling hair.
A
druggist says everybody uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur,
because it darkens so naturally and
evenly that nobody can tell It has been
applied it's so easy to use, too. You
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
aud draw it through your hair, taking
one) strand at a time. Dy morning
the gray hair disappears; after another application or two, It Is re,
stored to its natural color and
soft and abundant. Adv.
old-tim-

looks-glossy-

Very Much So.
".My fate hangs on a hnlr."
"Then you have but a bald

Important to Mothsra

KxumiiiH carefully every bottle of
CYSTOMA, a sale and sure remedy fot
i.ilants and children, and see that it
Pears (he
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher'a Castoria

,,t

COfei! tJ

A man never wants a thing after he
gets it half as had as he thought he
did while chasing It.

Don't Give Up!
NotvAdavi deaths due to wt-akliliicm
are
nmre cnininon than 20 yeArs atrn,
vccurdlnK to the c.euu. Overwork sail
worry are tliu cauics. The kiilneyi can't
I: ii-up, and a slight klduuy
ll usually ni'i.ii-etfd- .
If .win huve hackacbe or uriimrr ?)
KL-l- n
onlero. ilnii'l mistake liie cau-e- .
Mora car as to itlni, hnl-itk- .
the diinri-r- .
i le.. ami lie- - leu tit Duau's KlUury
1MI
"U-lto linn f quick Miief.

A Colorado

DRIFTING

Ml

First Thing to Do Is to Keep Ground
Full of Roots Organic Matter of
Any Kind Is Helpful.
rty W. r. PAt.MKm
In a good many places, when the
Roll is put in n condition to keep the
moisture from evapnratlng, the soil Is
so loose that it will blow. This is a
serious problem, and It will get worse.
The first tiling to do is to keep the soil
full of roots, such ns grasses und alfalfa. The roots hold the soli grains to-

gether into soli granules or little
lumps, und then It cannot drift. They
act a fcnod deal as tho hand about a
bunch of shingles. As long as It Is
in place the bunch cannot blow, but
if the hand is broken, then the wind
ran take the shingles, one. at a time,
lot.
and scatter them over a
Organic matter of any kind is helpful; spreading manure, aud especially
putting It on thin with the manure
spreader, Is helpful. In case a crop
has been sown nnd the land begins
to drift, then putting on a thin covering of straw will help.
e

pre.

pect."

Case
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8.
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DOAN'S1;11
CO

FOSTER-MILBUR-

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartics and purimln-t- .

They ore

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Puirty
Act
grimy on ine liver.
eliminate nue. and ,
aunt he the delicate a
membrane ot the

f

Dowel.

Cart.

'

ln.r.Te-nV-- r

IUAK

lKj:

VlHITTLC
I HIVER

CntiMtHa,

Winter Feeding ef Horses.
Biaoainttl,
c :. k Hm4
On many fa .ins, after the active
cht ta MKtitiaa. aa xillloa
working season Is over, the horses are SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
made to rough It. that is. they are
Genuine must bear Signature
made to eke out their entire livelihood from straw, corn fodder, or any
other waste food that may be about
the place. While horses not engaged
In active work require less food, the
quality of food Mipplled should be snip
kept up. If the horses are to keep In torn
good order and be rendy for the hard
to oa for aasv rssults
work expected of them in the spring.

BROOM CORN

CHEAP Roaaccb RATES

Building Poultry House.
LIBERAL LOANS MADE WRITE Vi
n poultry house,
In constructing
try to secure the lurgest pen room
US W. SOUTH WATCH ST..CHICASO
at the lowest cost, nnd remember, if
you keep heavy fowls to provide HOWARD E. BUXTON
M,cVA",.r
them ladders on which to reach the
prim: (lold. Silver, Lead, It . old.
roosts. A board with cleats nailed ftllvor. We Hold. 60i- - Zine orlopprr.il. Uailinf
.
- and full
prieellat aeal oa
across tt at Intervals Is good enough. enviinMLoadvlMt). CalO. Hf. Carbonate Sal. ttanh.

COYNE BROTHERS
a

i

applu-ituoa-

i1:,.

Reese & Pardue

:.Yvs Printing Company
Publishers.

Attorneys at Law

Entered at the post office at
as second class
Clovis N.
act of March
the
t;er
i.
nuUh
3. 17: i.
;

;.

Clovis,

60c

There l as been more immigration in Curry County during the
last i line months than for the

NATIONAL

New Mexico.

Physician and" Surgeon

n.pu tentative,

Tharp,
of
unty,
voted
for a bill in
('
i
Cm
the
l .ture to publish the de
imiu-'.ix lists four times in
both enjjli.-- and Spanish.
'i.--

of

Office in Jackson Bidg.
Opposite PoBtoflice
Office Phone 231 -- Residence 269

Clovis,

New Mexico
M. Chapman

.

.wins previous.

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.

S. A. JONES, President
S. J. BOYK1N, V. Pres.

Phone 95.

Clovis,

New Mexico.

nt

A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

h

Are you reading the Trey '0
Hi arts in the Clovis News and
seeing the pictures at the Lyceum ;u'h week. If you are,
you wi.l

find

it very

Dr. J. R, Haney

The Triumph of Science

Physician & Surgeon

era of commercial and social development has dawned for this
busy, progressive nation.
The means by which the human voice can bo carried across the continent
have been provided.
Talking by telephone from New York to San Francisco is now an accomplished fact.
The celebration of this latest and greatest triumph in the art of telephony
A new

U. S.

Office Opposite Postoffice

That the times are getting
better is the statement made by
every business man of Clovis.

Depository
for
Postal
Savings

Physician & Surgeon

by

are advancing.

Government

D. L. Connell, M. D.

the fact
that property values and rents
This is evidenced

FIRST
BANK

$1.00

- V.,
Six Mon;!.s

thife

Office in Warren Bldg.
Rooms 4 and 5.

THE

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

s OK St'IlSCHIPTION

On-

r

PROFESSIONAL

The Clovis News!

OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

Office Phone 146, Res Phone 326

Liberality never killed a town.
Every public enterprise ought
encourto receive substantial
agement. When you give a
dollar towards improving the
Clovis,
town, you do not throw away
your money but simply make a
good investment.

I

has just taken place.
This triumph of American brains, American iniative, American scientific
and technical skill has no equal among the civilized nations of the world.
One hundred Million people will have for their daily use" the greatest system of communication in the world.
It knows no North, no South, no East, no West. It advances the
of the whole nation.
With no traditions to guide, and no experience to follow, the engineers of
the Bell System have created an entirely new art the art of Telephony.
They have given to the people of this country a telephone service that has
no equal.
The Bell System, with its connecting companies, now comprises 21,000,000
miles of wire and 9,000,000 telephones.
It serves daily a nation of one hundred million people.

W. A. Gillenwater

neigh-borline-

LAWYER
New Mexico,

Our officers will be pleased
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST

Opening of the Elephant
Butte Dam.

Office Opposite P.

Phone
Next May the formal

opening

of the Elephant Butte dam,

CLOVIS,

0.

89.

NEW

M

EX.

biggest irrigation project ever
L.
undertaken by the government,
will lie ce! .brated by the pioneer
Physician & Surgeon
settlers and homesteaders of
New Mexico. J. E. Special attention to diseases of
soul
Curren the veteran editor and the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and fitting Glasses.
founder of the Deming HeadOver First National Bank.
light, and who opposed the T.
Office Phono 1M. Kaiidanaa Phooa i.
P. land grant and had it forfeit- Clovis,
New Mex.
ed back to the U. S. government
and declared open for free settlement and homestead entry-h- as
been invited to be present.

DR. A.

DILLON

D. D. Swear

Grover Cleveland
during his
second term as president affirmed the fight of the settlers and
declared the Texas Pacific land
grant open for settlement. The
Elephant Butte Dam is now located on what was once the T.
P. land grant, Sierra County
south-wes- t
New Mexico, and
was in 182 up to 1886 the favor-

in gin

of tha firm of Dra, Prmla ft Swaarlnaia
of Roawall

will be in Clovis from

the 10th

to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Noie
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath

A. Dickman,

....

Walker's Market
Meats and Produce

Equal Suffrage and
Phone
Prohibiton Amendments
Are Proposed.
Amendments to the constituNew Mexico providing
for equal suffrage and statewide prohibition were introduced in i lie Senate.
Senator Barth, of Bernalillo,
was responsible for the equal
suffrage amendment.
Senator
Mabry of Curry introduced the
Inhibition amendment.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Notice of Suit.
In the district Court of

plaint herein.
W. A. Havener is attorney
f(r the plaintiff and his post
office and business address is
Clovis, New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto Set my hand and affixed ihe seal of said court this
12t h day of January A. D. 1915.
W. C. Zerwer,
County Clerk.
(Seal)
4t.
J

Cur-

ry County New Mexico.
No. 824.

Checking accounts are invited in any amounts and
absolute safety is afforded
every dollar.

J. W. Bruner, Plaintiff vs. Dr.
s
David Wire,
Chriss
Wire,
Wire, Lewis
Wire and Henry Wire, a minor,
Defendants.
Notice of Contest.
To the defendants David Wire
B. E. 012344
Contoit No, G475
Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire, Chriss"
Department of the Interior, United Slate,
and Henry Wire, a
Land Office, Tucumcari. N. M. Jan.. 21. 1916 Wire
To John Brubaker. of Texico, N. M. Contentce
in the above suit:
You are hereby notified
that Jamea W.
You will take notice that a
Jonoi, wh i gWo Clau I. N. M. an hli post
office acldraa-- , did on Jan. 9, l'Jlfi file In thla suit has been filed
against you
office Ma duly corroborated application to eon- of the
Court
District
in
the
teat and aecure the cancellation of your
012344
ma la Sept. 22. Fifth Judicial
E. Ser, No.
District in and
for SE4 Sec.25Tahp.
IN. Kaire 84 E.
county New Mexico,
New Mexico Prfn. M. and aa irrounds for hia for Curry
contest, h allows that Kntryman haa wholly in which J. W. Bruner is plainabandoned aaid land for a period of over 8
tiff and Dr. A. L. Dillon. David
years last past and that ho has never eatal
litihed a btina fide rosidunce on the land.
Wire, Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire,
You an, therefore, further notiflod that the
Wire and Henry Wire, a
Chriss
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confeKHe'l by you. and your said minor,
are defendants and
entry will bu cancelled
thereunder without
834 on the docket of
numbered
your further ritfht to bo heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you fail to file said court.
in this office within twenty daya after the
You are further notified that
publication
notice
t hia
of
roiiKTH
your
answer,
lieluw,
shown
aa
the general objects .of said
der oath, specifically meeting and responding
suit are as follows: To secure!
to these alleimliuna of contest, or if you fail
within that time to file in this office due proof a judgment on a certain prom
a copy of your answer issory note made payable to the
that you have aerved
on the said contestant either in peraon, or by
registered mail. If this service la made by the order of Dr. A. L. Dillon, and
delivery of a copy of your answer to the contest- by him transfersed and sold to
proof
aervice
of
auch
ant In peraon,
principal
must be either the said contestants written ack- said plaintiff in the
nowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showsum of Four Hundred Fifty Six
ing the data of Its receipt, or tha attldavlt of
together with interest
the peraon by whom the delivery waa made Dollars
stating when and where the copy waa deliver- on same at the rate of 10 per
ed; If made by regli red mall, proof of auch aerper annum and to foreclose
vice must consist of tha affidavit of the peraon cent
mortgage covering
by whom the copy waa mailed stating when and a certain
the post office to which It waa mailed and this
in Block No. 16 of
10
No.
Lots
affidavit must be accompanied by tha poatmaat
the West Clovis Addition to the
er'a receipt for the letutr.
You rhould state In your answer the name of
town of Clovis, New Mexico,
the post office to which you desire future no
made to secure said note, signtices to be sent to you.
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
ed
and executed by Louis Wire,
Felipe Sanche y Baca. Receiver.
deceased.
Data of first publication Feb. 6, 1916
"
" second
Feb. 18. 1915
You are further notified that
" third
"
Feb. 19.
you fail to appear or plead in
"
if
1915
" "fourth
Feb. 86
this cause on or before March
will be
20th 1915 judgement
Cart For Sale
you
said
in
against
Have four automobiles for rendered
sale from $150.00 up. Call and cause by default and the plainsee them.
tiff will apply to the court for
Clovis Auto Co.
the relief sought in the com
M5
A. L. Dillon,

Ber-tie-

15-F-

Plowing,

Grading,

Team Work.
Can do your plowing, grading and in fact any kind

of team work. Have plenty of good teams and implements. Prices reasonable
Thos. Reagan,
Clovis,
New Mexico.

5

mi-no- s,

ite stomping grounu and "warTreats all diseases both acute
path" ot the notorious Indian and chronic. Special attention
Chief Geronimo.
given to diseases of women.
Mr.
Curren while getting
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
along in ytars now is quite active. He is one of the few vet- Office jerSkidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
eran hiu? paper men of the state
now a.ive and is living at Clovis
New Mexico.
lovis,
where his son is editor of the
Clovis News. For many years
he was in the newspaper busi- L.
m. d.
ness at Clayton and Tucumcari.
...Physician & Surgeon...
He nas always been a fearless
writer and believed in saying
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
what he thought was right in Office phone 53.
Res. 2ia
behalf of the people. ,
ALSO
FIT
GLASSES...
His many friends ...I
in this section of the state as Clovis,
New Mex.
well as other sections will be
pleased to learn that he is still
active and very much alive.
Springer Stockman.
for all kinds of

tion of

Make The
First National
Bank
Your Bank

the

ss

123.

E. F. Hardwick,

the

Phone

123.

proprietor of

Lyceum who last week
brought his family here from
Roswell and decided to locate
here permanently, left Tuesday
for a short visit in the valley.
The many friends of Mr. Hardwick in Clovis are glad to learn
that he has decided to cast his
lot with us.

Home-tea-

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop

d

Shorett & Petitfils, Props.

1901)

un-

11116

f

WE DO THE A. T. & S. F. HOSPITAL WORK

SANITARY

-

-

-

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

THE OLD CLOVIS MILL
j

Is better prepared than ever for all kinds of MILL
We now have a large Crushing Machine
WORK.
and a Large New Motor and can thrash and chop
you a load or crush and grind at the same time.
We will do your thrashing for eight cents. All
other work in proportion.
Telephone 70.

BAKER BROS. AGENCY
Insurance, Abstracts, Bonds, Rental

"Prompt and Dependable Service"
CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO.

a V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

(n)

J)

ft

1
UU

s

V

Every Day we are receiving New Spring Goods. We have a beautiful line of New Spring Silks, in the Plain,
Messaline, Taffetas, Crepe 'de Chine and a nice line of Fancy Silks at Popular Price3. Our Dress Goods in
Crepes, FlaXons, and other new spring Novelty Goods, Laces and Embroideries in the Oriental and Organda,
in all the popular widths. New Spring Ginghams. We have already received our second shipment of Ginghams this spring. Don't fail to call and let us show you the new things.
Ladies' Skirts

Ladies' Winter Suits

Ladies' Waists

Commencing Saturday morning,

Commencing Saturday, February 6th,
and continuing until after February 16th,
we will put all our Ladies' Suits and Coats

We have received a beautiful

Feb-

$6.98

$1.98

We are showing some of

line of

Ladies' Spring Waists, in Tub Silk, fancy
Crepe 'de Chine, Challien, etc.
These
waists are bran new in style and material
and are especially priced

ruary 6th, we will sell all of our Ladies'
Skirts, values $4.00 up to $8.50, all out
together, close them out at

out together and clean 'em up at

Muslin Underwear
ues in Ladies'

the best

val-

Gowns,

Corset Covers,

Combination Suits and
Princess Slips that we have ever shown
Wo have the LADY YORK
in Clovis.
Underskirts,

and AMERICAN LADY Muslin Underwear at prices that will suit the most
conservative buyer.

$2.50 up to $6.00

We have rented our Millinery space to a St. Louis Milliner and she will be here on or about February 1st. with
Be sure and visit the Millinery Department.
all the Newest Creations in Head Gear for Ladies.

Prompt Attention
Given

Mail

Order by Mail
We Pay Postage

Orders
jT"

Local and Personal

I
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Sam Nobbs was in from his
The Luikart bale, which was Presbyterian Church
claim northwest of town Mon- one of the largest ever held in
Dedicated.
day with a load of maize which Clovis, was the most successful
Last Sunday night the beau-fu- l
he sold for $1.16
a hundred ever conducted by that firm,
new Presbyterian Church
that the times are pros- was dedicated.
The Texas State Bank, of
perous.
Bro. Moore, the pastor, preachFarwell, is a Guaranty Fund
A new real estate firm is to ed a very interesting and imBank. What's better for the
Rev.
sermon.
Dr.
soon complete the corner build- pressive
farmer.
Gass
then
made
a
few
remarks
ing
building
of
Croft
west
the
Attorney, W. A. Gillenwater
about the history of the Presbywent to Roswell Sunday on busi- and engage in business on a
church in Clovis and de
ness before referee in bank- large scale. They have unlimit- terian
livered
the dedication prayer.
ed
resources.
ruptcy, D. W. Elliott.
Other ministers assisting, were
Mr. Ryburn, of the firm of
Alex Shipley, President ot the
Rev. Lambert, of the Christian
Ryburn,
Madden, Truelove and
Clovis National Bank, went to
church
and Rev. Messer, pastor
Farwell on legal business Tues- Pipkin, of Amarillo, was in of the Methodist church.
Clovis on legal business Tues
day.
The church was crowded to
day.
its seating capacity.
It's better to be safe than
Bring along your clean old
Decorations of beautiful cut
satinfied.
Texas State Bank of
Farwell. The Guaranty Fund syrup buckets. The Model Gro flowers and potted plants made
cery wants them and will pay the church more attractive.
Bank.
Special music was rendered
five cents a piece for them. A
Mrs. Ed Mears,
of Mean
boys to make a little by the choir and several selectchance
Pharmacy, has been on the sick
ions were played by Croft's Ormoney.
list for the past week, but is extra
chestra. A solo by Miss Ata
much improved at this writing.
'"Mug" Pititfils has purchased
Appleman was a special
G. A. Campbell, the experi- half interest in the Sanitary
enced confectionery man, has Barber Shop, making the partaccepted a position behind the nership Shorett and Pititfiils. Mrs. Grisamore To Market
"Mug" is one of the old time
counter at Mears Pharmncy.
Mrs. E. C. Grisamore of the
Clovis barbers and has many
W. M. Kennedy and family friends here.
firm of Grisamore & Osborne
have moved to Miami Arizona,
will leave
within a
where according to reports Mr.
It's always policy to keep few days for St. Louis and ChiKennedy has purchased an in- your money where you can get cago to purchase her spring and
terest in a drug store. Mr. Ken- accommodations, we are taking summer stock of goods. Miss
nedy was formerly proprietor of care of our old customers and Fay Brooks is now in the east
the Southwestern Drug Store are in position to take on some purchasing the millinery for
and was until recently employed new ones, Texas State Bank Mrs. Osborne and the latter is
with the Mears Pharmacy.
of Farwell.
visiting in Iowa.
2

W. M. Edwards, of Speedwell,
Tenn., is here looking for a lo-

cation.
W. E. Woods, of Bessmay,
Texas, has been here several

days looking over the country.
R. S. Gray and J. S. Johnson,
of Turkey Texas, are in the city
looking for locations.
H. W. Plumb, of Hagerman,
N. M., is a Clovis visitor this
week.
The Model Grocery Saturday
sold 75 boxes of apples from
their car recently received.
There was quite a sprinkling
of rain and snow the first of the
week. '
Attorney Sam Rratton, of
was over on legal business
Wednesday.
District court convenes next
Monday for the regular Febu-rar- y
term with Hon. John T.
McClure presiding.
F. E. Chapman, of Vega, Texas, father of Leland Chapman at
the Southwestern, is visiting
here.
B. D. Oldham, former Clovis
banker, is here from Dallas on
court business. B. D. is looking
He is accompanied by
well.
Mrs. Oldham.
Far-wel- l,

-

,'.
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Clovis Woman's Club.

Trees! Trees!
Trees!

The members of the Clovis
Womans' Club spent a very
pleasant afternoon last Tuesday
with Mrs. W. E. Carroon
"The English in Virginia"
from the Bay View Course, was
the study for the afternoon.
The Parliamentary Drill con
ducted by Mrs. S. C. Nutter was
exceptionally good, and much
benefit derived therefrom, while
the book review, "To Have and
to Hjld," by Mrs. Pattison was
splendid.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. Harry Crawford on Wallace St.

The Roswell Nursery
Co. has 50000 home
grown trees in Fruit,
Shade and Avenue
trees.
.

Write for prices.

WYATT

JOHNSON,
Manager.

Do you know where to call
for first class cleaning and
Wm. D. McDonald will open a pressing. We advise you to
Spanish speaking class soon Mr. call Duncan & Rider, Phone 96.
McDonald
is a fluent Spanish
J15-Fscholar and has spent 18 years
in one of the Spanish republics.
.1 M J . J J
& J & Jt j j Jt
Anyone desiring to enter the
class should leave their names at
5
1

5.

this

l Money! Money!

office.
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We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

High grade gasolene and coal
Ol!'

Rnrrir TTnnlwnro Pr

For Sale.

tice.

Will sell cheap for cash lots
7 and 8 blk. 36, Liebelt addition, Clovis. N. M. G. P. Mea-

dows,

1838,

Bancroft

Diego. Cal.

St. San
2t

See us

at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.
I JIJIJIJlJl Jl J Jt Jl jl jljt
jh
.
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WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. &

S. F. R. R. CO.

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS:
T.
C.
SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J.
NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,
ALEX SHIPLEY, Prei., JNO.

1

W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L. H. SANDERS

THE CLOVIS NEWS

The Trey O' Hearts
Picture Drama of the Sam Name
A Novelized Veriion of the MotionUni
;raal Film Co.
Produced by the

4for
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By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
unfr. " " TAt fiiaa
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Mutinied with Paotofrtaai ham Iks Pidara Prodactiaa

Coprrlgbt,

1814.

by Loula Joaeph Vasoa

that's been uttered by any party to
this lunatic enterprise since you hove
" knih sign" em- - within earshot of me, Mr. Law," said
,n.' in tin- prlvala war, Mr. Ilarcus. "Respectfully submitted."
'ii" daugli-"The verdict of the lower court
ii' .. violent passions
s iii'iiliiKt Alan Law.
approved," Alan responded
stands
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Darcus suggested. "We're
as it is, and she's too

web-foote-

lir tired "

un.l ho wlna
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"Ilut there's no sense in Miss Trine
wading,"

circumstances
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"Well, what then?"
"Wo can carry her, can't we?"

In

end
"I" which
.ir fr.en.l Harcus, JuI' irti red schooner

CHAPTER XIX.

"Gee!" he grunted frankly, when
'if'"'""after a toilsome progress from the
CHAPTER XVIII.
boat, Rose at length slipped from the
seat formed by the clasped bunds of
Stranded.
the two men, "And It was me wbo
Mr. Thomas H.ircus picked himself suggested this!"
up from ihi' bnitom of the lifeboat,
The girl responded with a quiet
laugh of the most natural effect imagwhere lip liail Leu violently precipitated liy tin- impact of grounding, inable until it ended In a sigh, and
Mlnkeri mill itod tears ' Pa'n from without the least warning she crumMs eyes. solicitously tented his nose pled upon herself, and would have
and seemed to derive little If any com- fallen heavily. In a dead faint, but for
-

fort from the discovery that It waa not
broken, opened hi mouth . . . and
remembered the presence of a lady.
"Poor Mr. Barcus!" she said gently.
"I'm bo norry. Ho forget I'm here
and say It out louil!"
Mr. Harms dropped his bands and
dropped hie head lit the same time.
"It can't be did." he complained in
embittered resignation; "the words
have never been Invented . . ."
In the bows Mr. Law (who had
barely wived himself a headlong
plunge overboard when the shoal took
fast hold of the keel felt tenderly of
his excoriated shins, then, rising, compassed the sea, sky and shore with an
anxious gnze.
In the oiling there was nothing bat
the flat, limitless expanse of the nlgbt-bountide, near at hand vaguely silvered with the moonlight, in the distances blending Into shadows; never
a light or shadowy, stealing sail tn
that quurter to Indicate pursuit.
"Where are we?" he wondered aloud.
"Ak me an easy one," Barcus replied; "somewhere on the south shore
tif the. cape unless somebody's been
tampering with the lay of this land.
That's a lighthouse over yonder."
Alan took rimiiiilinKS from the bows.
"Unrely two feet," he announced,
wltLdrawing the our from the water,
no end."
"and
"Oh!" Barcus ejaculated with the
accent of enlightenment; and leaving
the motor, turned to the stern, over
which he drap.'il himself In highly
fashion while groping under water for the propeller.
"Thut's the answer," he repeated;
s
"there's a young bale of the said
wrapped round the wheel.
Which. I supiKiee, means I've got to
(to overboard and char It away."
"If you've nothing better to do, my
critical friend." he observed as he
stooped to hack and tear at the mass
nf weed embarrassing the propeller,
"viiii might steji nut and give us a
i

d

s

Alan's quickness.
"Good Lord!" Barcus exclaimed, ae
Alan gently lowered the inert body of
the girl to the sands. "And to think
I didn't understand
she was so nearly
all in chaffing her like that! I'd like
to kick myself!"
"Don't be Impatient," Alan advised
grimly; "I'm busy just at present, but
.
.
.
Meantime, you might fetch
some water to revive her."
It was an order by no means easy
to All; Darcus had only his cupped
hands for a vessel, and little water
remained In them by the time be had
dashed from the shallows back to the
spot where Rose lay unconscious,
while the few drops he did manage
to sprinkle Into her face availed nothing toward rousing her from the
trance-likslumbers of exhaustion into
which she passed from her fainting

"I tell you, no!"
In desperation Alan rammed a band
Ipto his trousers pocket. "Will a dollar Influence your better Judgment?"
he suggested shrewdly,
"Let's see your dollar," the other returned with no less craft open Incredulity informing his countenance.
And, surely enough, Alan brought
forth an empty hand.
"Make a light," he said sharply. "My
money's In a belt round my waist.
Open your office. You'll get your dollar, all right."
"All right," he grumbled, reopening
the door of the telegraph booth and
making a Becond light inside. "There's
blunks and a pencil. Write your message. It ain't often I do this but I'll
make an exception for you."
Alan delayed long enough only to
make a few Inquiries, drawing out
the Information that, for one who had
not patience to wait the morning
train northbound. tb quickest way
to any city of Importance was by boat
across Iluzzard's bay to New Bedford.
Addressed to Digby, his man of
business In New York, it required that
gentleman to arrange for a motor-co- r
to be held In waiting on the waterfront of New Bedford from 3:00 a. m.
until culled for in the name of Mr.
Law, as well as for a special train at
Providence, on similar provisions.
Hut now, though he was all unconscious of the fact, he went no more
alone.
His shadow in the moonlight kept
him company upon the sands; and
above, on the edge of the bluffs, another shadow moved on parallel
course and at a pace sedulously patterned after his.
He found his sweetheart and his
friend much as he had left them, with
this difference that Mr. Ilarcus now
lay flat on his back and snoring
lustily.
He was wakened quickly enough,
however, by Alan's news.
But when It was the turn of Rose
they faltered. She lay so still, betrayed her exhaustion so patently in
every line of her unconscious posture,
ae well as In the sharp pallor of her
face upturned to the moon, that It
seemed scarcely less than downright
Inhumanity to disturb her.
None the less. It bad to be done.
Alan hardened his heart with the reminder of their urgent necessity, and

t
of Mr.
while the promised
Breed drew In, at most leisurely pace,
to meet them.
Aboard and away from the wharf,
the burden of Alan's solicitude seemed
to grow lighter with every squeal
of the greaseless oarlocks, with every dip and splash of the blades
which, wielded by a crew of villainous
countenance, brought them nearer the
handsome motorboat which Mr. Breed
designated as his own. It was not
until Alan looked up suddenly to And
Mr. Breed covering him with a revolver of most vicious character that
he had the least apprehension of any
danger neurer than the offing, where
Judith's schooner might be lurking,
waiting for Its prey to come out and
be devoured.
of yours,
"I'll take that money-bel- t
young feller," Mr. nrecd announced,
"and be quick about It not forgetting
what's In your trousers pocket!"
In the passion of his Indignation
Alun neglei'ted entirely to play the
game by the rules. The Indifference
displayed toward the weapon was
unprofessional
for he
positively
knocked It aside as If It bad been
nothing more dangerous than a straw.
And lu tbe same flutter of an eyelush
be launched himself like a wildcat at
the throat of Mr. Breed.
Before that one knew what was happening he had gone over the stern
and had Involuntarily disarmed himself as well.
The other two men made a sad business of attempting to overpower Mr.
Barcus. In less than a minute they
were both overboard.
"And Just for this," Alan said before
getting out of earshot "I'm going to
in your
treat my party to a
pretty powerboat."
He concluded this speech abruptly
as Ilarcus brought them up under the
quarter of the power cruiser.
Within two minutes the motor was
spinning contentedly, tbe mooring had
been slipped, and the motorbout was
heading out of the harbor.
Within five minutes she had left It
well aetern and was shooting rapidly
westward, making nothing of the buffets of a very tolerable Bea kicked up
by the freshening southwesterly wind.
"My friend," observed Alun, "as
our acquaintance ripens I am more
and more impressed that neither of us
was horn to die a natural death,
row-boa-

a

Joy-rid-

e

fit.
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the end Alan gave up tbe effort.
'She's all right." he reported, releas
ing the wrlet w liose pulse he hud beeu
timing.
"She fainted, right enough,
but now she's Just asleep and needs
It, God knows!
It would be kinder
to let her rest, at least until I see what
sort of a reception that lighthouse Is
Inclined to offer us."
ilarcus nodded. His face was drawn
"Thank
and Krny in tbe moon-glarGod!" he breathed brokenly, "you're
able. I'm not."
He sat down suddenly and rested his
head on his knees. "Don't be longer
thnn you can help," he muttered
thickly.
lie had come to tbe headland of
the lighthouse Itself before the ground
began to shelve more gently to the
beach; und was on the point of addressing himself to the dark and silent
cottage of the llghtkeeper when be
paused, struck by sight of what till
then had been bidden from him.
The promontory, he found, formed
the eastern extremity of a
If shallow harbor where rode nt moor
liige a considerable number of small
craft pleasure vessels assorted about
equally with fishing boats. And barely
an eighth of a mile on,
In the water,
wharves stood knee-deelike tentacles Hung out from the sleepy
little Hulling village that dotted the
rising ground a community of perhaps two hundred dwellings.
Nor was this all even as Alun hove
In view of the village he heard a series
of staccato snorts, the harsh tolling of
a brazen bell, the rumble of a truln
pulling out from a station. And then
of lights flush
ho auw Its
athwart the landscape and vanish us
Its noise died nway diminuendo.
Where one truln ran another must,
lie need only now secure something
to revive Hose, help her somehow up
the beach, and In another hour or two,
of a certainly, they would be speeding northwarde, up the cae, toward
Itoston and the land of law and order.
Such thoughts as these, at least,
mudn up the texture of his hopes; the
outcome proved ihein somewhat too
Me Jogged down a
presumptuous.
quiet village street and into the railroad station Just as the agent was closing up for the night.
A surly citizen, this agent,
to have his plans disordered by chance-flunstrangers. He greeted Alan's
breathless query with a grunt of Ingrained churlishness.
"Nah," he averred, "they ain't no
more trains till mornln'. Can't y' see
I'm shuttln' up?"
"Hut surely there must bn a telegraph station "
"You bet your life they Is right
here in this depot. An' I'm shuttln' It
up, too."
"Has tbe operator gone tor the
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Into His Money

Belt

irlul tthove. Iton't strain yourself
Just see If you au move her."
'J'Iid hout budgeii not un inch but
Mr. Luw'b feet illil, slipping on the
treacherous inuil tjnticmi with the
of his dovMilail; with a mighty
plash be disappeared momentarily
jerieuth the mrlaie and left his temper beb.nd him when he emerged.
As for Mr. itan us, he suffered like
loss withlu live minutes; when, with
much pains and patience, having freed
.he wheel, be climbed aboard and
kought to restart the motor. After
U few affecting coughs it relapsed Into
stubborn silence
Ktudious exaiiilnation at length
brought out the fact that the gasoline
tank was empty.
"It's no use," he conceded at length.
"We're hero for keeps."
"Why not wade ashore?" Rose Trine
suggested mildly from the place she
bad taken In the stern in order to
llghteu the bows. "It isn't far and
what's one more wetting?"
"Thai s the only sensible ramark
up-ih-

night?"
"He's going. I'm the op'rator. No
business transacted after office hours.
Call raound at eight o'clock tomorrow mornln'. Now If you'll Jest step
out of that door, I'll say g'd night to
you."

"Hut I Boast send telegram," Alan
protested. "I tell yon, 1 must. It's
matter of life and death."
"Sure, young feller. It always Is
after business hours."
"Won't you open up again"

Marrophat!

I

Alan remembered that one.
He could only trust In his skill ae
a driver, and skill is the lesser factor
in such a race.
For his own part, be drove like an
exceptionally cunning madman. . . .
And then, quite clearly, he recognized tbe time and the place and the
view.
character of the road that lay before
If they ran for It, they mdst surely him as the car sped like a dragon-flbe overhauled.
Something must be down a slight grade.
From the bottom of the grade it
done to binder the crew of the
swung away In a wide, graceful curve,
schooner from landing.
"Here!" he cried sharply to Barcus. bordered for some distance by railroad
"You take Rose and hurry to the tracks on a slightly lower level.
I
He had guessed the fiendish plan of
street and find that motor-cur- .
know she's there. Digby never failed the other driver only too truly.
at express
As tbey approached
me yet!"
speed tbe stretch where the road pur- "But you "
"Don't waste time worrying about
me. I'll be with you In three shakes.
I'm only going to put a spoke in Judith's wheel. I've got a scheme!"
As for his scheme he bad none
other than to give them buttle, to sacrifice himself if need be, to make sure
the escape of Rose.
Sheer luck smiled on him to this
extent, that In turning his eye lighted
t
length of stout, three-incon a
forscantling, an excellently
midable club.
But soon, disarmed, his case was
desperate und there were two already safe Ukui the dock and others
up to reinforce
loudly scrambling
them.
Wildly be cast about for some sub
Btltute weapon, he leaped toward a
small pyramid of little but heavy kegs,
and seizing one, swung it overhead
and cast it full force Into the midriff
of 111 b nearest enemy; so that this one
doubled up convulsively, with a sick-Isgrunt, and vanished In turn over
the end of the wharf.
His fellow followed with less Injury.
inn Alan naa no time to wonaer
whether the man had tripped and
thrown himself in bis effort to escape
a second hurtling keg, or had turned
coward and fled. It waa enough that
he had returned, precipitately
and
heavily, to the schooner.
Tbe keg. meeting with no resistance,
pursued him even to the deck, where Tha Face of Judith Was Distinctly
Revealed.
the force of its Impact split lis seams.
None of the combatants, however, alleled
the trucks Alan sought to bug
Alan least of all, noticed that the pow- the left band side of the road, but in
der that filtered out was black and vain.
coarse.
Roaring, with its muffler cut out, the
In the same breath he beard a pursuing ear swept up and baffled him.
up
friendly voice shout warning far
bringing Its right forward wheel up
the dock, and knew thut Barcus was beside the left rear wheel of his car.
coming to his aid.
then more slowly forging up until,
A glance
too, discov- with Its weight, bulk and superior
ered the cause of the warning; two power, It forced him Inch by inch to
men who had thus fur escaped his the right, toward the tracks, until his
attentions were muncuvcrlng to full right liaml wheels left the road and)
upon him from behind. The bound run on uneven turf, until tbe left hand
required to evade them brought him wheels as well lost grip on the road
face to face with Judith us she landed metal, until the ear began to dip on
on the duck.
the slope to the tracks.
"Oh," she cried, "1 halo you. I bute
There followed a maniac moment,
you "
when the world was upside down.
"So you've said, my dear, but "
Alan's ear slipped mid skidded, swung
Ills Until words were not audible sideways with frightful momentum
even to himself. In his conlideiice Inward Hip railroad trnckp, caught Its
(now that Barcus wus taking cure of wheels against the lies. Mint
the others) and his Impatience with
The sun swung In the heavens like a
the woman, and in his perhaps un- hall on a string. TIi'tp was a crush, a
worthy wish to demonstrate conelu-nlvel- roar . . . There was nothing obhow cheap he held her, Alan livion
hud tossed the pistol over the end of
The car had turned turtle, pinning
the wharf.
Rose and Alan beneath It.
weapon, and
It was un
"Alan!" she gasped. "You are not
tlio force with which It struck the killed?"
deck released the hummer.
"No not even much hurt, I fancy,"
Instantly the .44 cartridge blitzed he replied. "And you?"
Into the open bend of a broken powder
"Not much "
keg.
rosr of the locoThe
And with a roar like the trump of motive bellowing danger silenced him.
doom und a mighty gust of Manic and lie closed Ills eyes.
smoke the decks of the schooner were
Then abruptly the weight was lifted
liven und shuttered; her masts tot- from his chettt. ile saw a man dragtered and fell . , .
ging Rose from under the machine,
and saw that the man was Marrophat.
CHAPTER XXI,
And n I most Immediately someone lifted his head and shoulders, caught him
Anticlimax.
with two hands beneath his arm pits
Alan ennio to himself supiKiiled by and drew bltn clear nf the machine
And the face of his rescuer was the
Barcus -- hia senses still reeling from
face of Judith Trine.
the concussion of that thunderbolt
t
which he bad so unwittingly loosed
The crash he had expected, of the
the cloud of sulphurous smoke and yet cur being crumpled up by the oncomdissipated by the wind.
ing locomotive, did not follow.
As he scrambled tn his feet, bis first
Judith lay lit Ills feet, stunned; and
round about other figures of men In- glance was up the track, and discovsensible, If not, for ull he could say. ered the trnln slowing to a hull.
Ills next was one of wonder for the
dead.
And then Ilarcus was bustling him countenance of Judith Trine us she
unceremoniously down the wharf.
stood, nt a little distance, regarding
Come!" he rallied Alan him; her look almost illegible, a curi"Come!
"I'ull yourself together and keep a ous compound of passions coloring It
stiff upper Hp. Rose Is wuitlng In relief, regret, hutred. love . .
His third glance descried beyond
the tar. and if you don't want to be
arrested you'll stir your stumpa, my her the figures of Marrophat carrying
son! That explosion Is going to bring Rose in his arms, stumbling as he rao
the worthy burghers of New Bedford toward Ills car on the highroad.
He moved precipitately to pursue,
buzzing round our ears like a swurin
but found bis wuy barred by Judith.
of hornets!"
"No!" she cried vloluntly. "No, you
His prediction wus Justified even
before It was made; already the near- shall not I"
were vomiting
by dwellings
Her hand sought the grip of a rehumanity; already a scorn of volver that protruded from her pocket.
H?ople were galloping down toward
With a short, hysterical gasp, be bethe head of the wharf; and In their gan to laugh.
number a policeman appeared as If by
The hot blood mantled her exquisite
magic.
face like red fire. She caught her
And while the man hesitated Alan breath with a sob, then flung wildly
grabbed him by the shoulder, threw at him:
him bodily from the car, dropped Into
"Well, If you must know It's true.
his seat, cried a warning to Rose, and I can't bring myself to kill you. I
threw In the clutch. The machine re- would to God I could. But I can't.
sponded without a Jar; they were a For all tbat, you shall die I could not
hundred feet distant from the scene save you if I would! And this I promof the accident before Alan was fairly ise you you shall never see Rose
again before you die!"
settled Ui his place.
As he grew more and more calm, he
And while he stood gaping, ah
congratulated himself on having drawn swung from him and ran, quickly covan excellent car In tbe lottery of ering the little distance between hint
chance.
and the car.
Yet his congratulations were premaAs she jumped into this and cropped
ture; they were not ten minutes out down upon the seat beside her
slater, Marrophat swung the
of tbe environs of tbe city when Rose
left her seat and knelt behind his, to car away.
Intelligence
the
that
communicate
It vanlahed In a
as a
tbey were already being pursued.
throng of railroad employes surroundA heavy touring car, she said It was, ed and assailed him with clamorous
driven by a man, a woman In the question.
seat by his side Judith the latter, the
(TO BE COMTINUXAJ
four-foo-

deep-throate-

Two Men

Shadowed

Him.

long-legge-

'I ffiU

man an old employe of her father'!
by tbe name of Marrophat.

...

wide-arme-

Jewel-strin-

harbor and aimed for the first wharf
that promised a fair landing on the
main waterfront of the city.
There was neither a policeman nor
a watchman of any sort In sight.
Nor was there, for all his hopes and
prayers, based on the telegram to
Digby, a sign of a motor car.
Still, not much of the street was
revealed. The docks on either hand
were walled and roofed, cutting off the

eventually brought her to with the
alii of a few drops of brandy.
Between them, they helped her up
tbe beueh, past the point, and at length
to the door of the hotel, where reanimated by the mere promise of food-H- ose
disengaged their arms and entered without more assistance; while
Barcus was deterred from treutling
her heels In his own furnished eagerness, by the hand of Alan railing heavily upon his sr in.
"Wait!" the latter admonished in
"Look there!"
a
Barcus followed the direction of his
gesture und was transfixed by the
sight of a rocket scaring Into the
sky from a point Invisible beyond the headland of the lighthouse.
The two consulted one another with
startled and fearful eyes.
As with one voice they murmured
one word: "Judith!" To this Alan
added gravely: "Or some spy of
.

night-drape-

whether abed or nt the hands of those
who dislike us; but rather to be
bunged us common pirates."
"You have the courage of ignorance," Barcus replied coolly; "If
you'll take tbe trouble to glance astern
I promise you a sight that
will move
you to suspend judgment for the time
being."
At this Alan sat up with a start.
Hack against the loom of the
Islands through which they had
navigated while he nodded, shone the
suits of an able schooner.
Sheets ull tuut und every Inch of
ennvas fut with the beam wind, she
footed it merrily in their wake a silver Jet spouting from her cutwater.
I0li7.ii-bell-

milk-whit-

i

e

CHAPTER XX.
Hell-Fir-

this etage In bis history Mr.
arrived at a state of mind
immune to surprise ut the discovery
that he hud once more fulled to olude
his the vigilance and pertinacity of the

hers!"

Then rousing. Alan' released
friend, with a smart shove urging him
across the threshold of the hotel.
"Go on," he Insisted. "Join Rose and
get your supper. I'll be with you as
soon as I can arrange for a boat. Tell
her nothing more than thut that I
thought It unwiBe to wait until everybody was abed before looking round."
He turned to find his landlord approaching from the direction of the
hotel barroom. And for the time it
seemed that tbe wind of their luck
must have veered to a favoring quarter; for the question was barely uttered before the landlord lifted a willing voice and hailed a fellow townsman Idling near by.
"Hey, Jake come here!"
as Mr. Breed, Jake
Introduced
pleaded guilty to ownership of the
r
fastest and stancbest
In the adjacent waters, wblcb be was
avariciously keen to charter.
They observed haste religiously;
within ten minutes tbey stood upon a
float at the foot of a flight of wooden
taps down the side of the town wharf.
power-cruise-

Hut by
I.AW hud

woman who sought his life.
He viewed the schooner with no
more display of emotion than resided
in narrowing eyelids and a tightening
of the muscles about his mouth.
"Much farther to go?" he inquired
presently. In a colorless voice.
"At our present pace say, two
hours."
"And will that enable us to hold
our own?"
"Just about," Burcus allowed, squinting critically at the chase; "she's
some footer, that schooner; and this
Is Just the wind she likes beRt."
"How much lead havo we got?"
"A mile or so none too much,"
"Anything to be done to mend mat-

ters?"
"Nothing

ber bow."

but pray, If you remem-

In the end they made It by a narrow
margin. The face of Judith Trine was
distinctly revealed by the chill gray
light of early dawn to those aboard
the power cruiser as she swept up
through the reaches of New Bedford

s

dust-clou-

d
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY.

ECDS DYSPEPSIA,

I1GESTI0II,

MET III THE CAPITAL

GAS First

"Pape's Diapepsin"

cures sick,
sour stomachs in five minutes
Time Itl

Time That President Lin
coin and General Grant
v

Greeted Each Other.

X HERE

Is a man in

BILL VETOED

Would we could bring to you
through tha pathway f the years
One touch of comfort true!
Would that your eyea nilKht penetrate
The ahailowa in between.
Throunh all the clouila of wnr and hula.
And mlata that Intervene,
Into the hearts of all the throng
Of living men to rind
Your name and fame the rlrat among
The treaaurea of mankind!
John Kendrlck Bangs.

-

s

free-ston- e

grown cold you wouldn't have noticed conferred in the army since General
Stray Washington held It
that your breakfast had."
"President Lincoln summoned Gen
etoriea.
eral Grant to Washington from the
Held to confer about the appointment.
MORE
NO
BAKING
POWDER
Grant
arrived at 8 p. m. at the old
WHOLESOME THAN ALUM
Wlllard hotel. At 9:30 he showed up
POWDERS.
at the White House. 1 was there.
"It was a kind of reception, as I re
Washington, D. C Alum baking
powders are no more harmful to a per- call. The affair was proceeding in an
son than any other baking powders. Informal way, the president, some
Savh Is tbe conclusion of the ref- members of his cabinet, and Mrs. Lineree board of consulting scientific ex- coln being in the red room, where
perts of the depurtiiiL-u- t of agriculture persons were being received.
The affair was suddenly interrup
as tbe result of experiments to determine the influence of aluminum com- ted by a cry, 'Here comes General
pounds on the nutrition and health of Grant!'
President Lincoln immediately left
man. Tbe report gives tbe results of
tureo sets of extensive experiments on his place in the receiving line and
hurried to the door Hading to the red
human subjects conducted independently by members of the board and room from the vestibule, where he
was la response to questions put to it met President Grunt. He promptly
by the department of agriculture. The recognized the general, although they
board's report was unanimous and was had never met before. My curiosity
signed by Ira HeniBen, president of bad led me to the center of Interest
I heard Mr. Lincoln say: 'Geueral
Johns Hopkins university, Chairman:
ltiiBHoll II. Crittutidon, professor of Grant, I believe this is the first time
physiological chemistry in Yule unl we have ever met.'
"To this General Grant replied:
versity and director of the Sheffield
'Yes, Mr. President, you are right
Hcluntitic school: John II. Long,
You are right; this is the first time
of chemistry In Northwestern
university; Alonzo B. Taylor, profes we have ever met.
"The rest of the conversation was
tor of physiological chemistry in the
VniverHity of Penngylvunin, and Theo- lost to me, as the two men came closer
bald Smith, professor of compara'.lvs together and moved away, talking in
lower tones.
recall that Seward
pathology In Harvard.
pro-feas-

PRE8IDENT

DI3APWIL80N
PROVES MEASURE IN SPECIAL MESSAGE.

TESTS ARE RESTRICTIVE
CHAIRMAN BARNETT ANNOUNCES
THAT HE WILL RECOMMEND
PASSAGE OVER VETO.

It Up to Ma.

"Yen, my son."
"What Is this wur about over In
Europe?"
"Don't know, my hoy, but you might
link your molhi'i'.
She knows a lot
about tiKhtliiK."
QUIT MEAT

IF KIDNEYS

BOTHER AND USE SALTS
Take a Glass of Salts Before Break-faIf Your Bsck Is Hurting or
Bladder Is Irritated.

st

If you must have your meat every
day, eat it, but Hush your kidneys with
salts occasionally, says a noted authority who tells us that meat forms urlo
acid which almost paralyzes the kid
neys in their efforts to expel It from
the blood. They becomo sluggish and
weaken, then you suffer with a dull
misery in tho kidney region, sharp
pulns in the back or sick headache,
dizziness, your stomach sours, tongue
is coated and when the weather is bad
you have rheumatic twinges.
The
urino gets cloudy, full of sediment, the
channels often get sore and irritated,
obliging you to seek relief two or
three times during the night.
To neutralize these irritating acids,
to
the kidneys and flush off
the body's urinous waste get four
ounces of Jad Salts from any phar
macy here; take a tablespoonful in- glass of water before breakfast for a
few days and your kidneys will then
act fine. This famous salts la made
from the acids of grapes and lemon
juice, combined with llthla, and has
been used for generations to flush and
stimulate sluggish kidneys, also to
neutralize the acids In urine, so it no
longer Irritates, thus ending bladder
weakness.
Jad Knits Is inexpensive; cannot Injure, and makes a delightful effervesdrink. Adv.
cent lithla-wato- r
If the silly actions of a man are not
due to his being In love, thye are probably natural.
Nothing rqttnls TVnn'n Mcnlhnlnted Cough
for Uronrhinl weakne", wire cheats,
and throat trouble 5c at all DrugginU.

Everywhere in life the question Is
not what we gain, but whnt we do,
Carlylc.
Mnki
Crom

the Isunilma happy that's Red
Una-

Hlue

white clothea.

M.ikea Iwautiful, clear
All good grocers, Adv.

I feel it my duty to furniah you with
my Untimoniul aa to whnt your remedy
Swamp Hoot did fur me when I was a
phyaieal wreck from kidney and bladder
trouble.

Some yean ago I wan not able to
do any work anil could only juat creep
around and am m tidied that had it not
been for Dr. Kilmvr'a Swnnip Root I
would not have lived. After lining the
preparation for one month I was able to
work some and when I bad lined $8.00
I ould do a good
worth of Swamp-Roo- t
diiy'a work. I u-- d almi,t $10.00 worth
altogether and would M.it take $10,000
for the good that it did me. 1 eonaider
to mlTcring humanity for
it a (lod-aenthe dinearea for which you recommend
It and have recommended
it to many

suffereri.

fv

X. L. Ht'OGINS,
Welch, Ark.
Peinonally
appeared
before me, thi
20th of Scptemlwr. 19U9, N. L. Huss-ina-,
who audarrilied the above statement and
made oath that the aume ia true in
e
and in fact.
W. A. PAGE, J. P.

W.it.rn Ncwipaprr nlon
Hervlt
Washington
President Wilson ve
toed the Immigration bill Thursday because of the literacy test for admlsslou of aliens. His message was re
celved In the House and referred to
the Immigration committee, whose
chairman, Representative Burnett, will
Latter to
Dr. Kilmer t Co.
move that the measure be passed over
Blnfhamton,
N. Y.
the executive veto.
Mui-informal discussion among Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For You
members of the House followed the re
Send ten centa to Dr. Kilni-- r ft Co.,
ception of the veto, and while advo llinghamtnn, N. Y., for a aample sis
cates of the bill expressed confidence, bottle. It will convince anyone. You
other members asserted that the re- will altto receive a hooMct of valuable ins
quired
majority to force tbe formation, telling nlmnt the kidneys and
measure Into law over tbe bead of the bladder. When writ inn. he aure and ment
and
Reitiilar
chief executive could not be procured. tion this paper.
aize bottle for wile at all drug
Three times has an Immigration bill lores. Adv.
containing a restrictive teBt been
vetoed, first by President Cleveland,
A Nipped Scandal.
next by President Tnft and now by
"Do you know I heard from the best
President Wilson. Twice Congress of authority that young Jips Is golii."
failed to over-ridthe presidential dis to the dogs."
approval and House managers were
"So he Is. He's been appointed one
Insistent that the veto should not be of the Judges at a big bench show."
considered until there bad boen time
for reflection.
Weeks'
Tablets
The President In his message frank
ly told the House, which originated tbe A guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Crlppe. Prlco 25c of your druggist.
bill, that he had no pride, of opinion
It'a good. Take nothing else. Adv.
on the question and was not "foolish
enough to profeBS to know the wishes
We ure making today tho memory
ind Ideals of America better than the
J. It. Miller.
body of ber chosen representatives of tomorrow.
1

.

fifty-cen-

e

H
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ill
Neuralgia
There is no need to suffer the
annoying, excruciating pain of
neuralgia; Sloan's Liniment laid
on gently will soothe the aching
head like magic. Don't delay.
Try it at once.

Hear What Others Say
been a eufTerar with N.nralsta
fnr wveral yiara and bar trind diflr.at
I. minimi, but Floan'a LintaMOt ia tha
aarth.
bml Liniment for Naunlsi
1
hare Irird it urrWulIyi it baa aavar
failed." f. U. WMamt, Autula, Ark.
Mn. Ruth C. Claypoot, IfAtptminm.
Ma., vrilrt: "A friend of wn told ue
bout your Unimrnt. We bar bean utinj
it lor 13 roariand think then ia notuUis
like il. Wa um it on averythlns. eoraa,
euta, burn n.brulm,aoraUiroAt,hadRc baa
and on ererytuins alaa. We ean't set
alons without it. We think it la Um beat

"I bar

Liniinent made."

Break-Up-A-Co-

know

ld

them."

SLOANS

LIM.M1T
is tho best remedy for rheumatism,
backache, sore throat and sprains.
At all deakra,

2tc

Sand four cents in stamps for
TRIAL BOTTLE

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Dept. B.

Philadelphia, Pa.
LOSSES

SURELY PREVENTED
Low.
BUoMtf PHH.
rnlUM; prtfcrTtxl bf
WNttrn tocaUTien twcaitM thty irtv
tMt
hr ethir vwlnft fall.
Writ for booklitt tmt testimonial,
BlMhltfl PHIi $1.00
$0.1m pkf. BlMkltf Plllt 4.00
17m an lnlv(nr. htit ftittstr'a
Th uipwlftHtjr of Cuttor produrti tf due to ow II
fear of ptvlaHrlnf In VtMlnat ani' Mrumt nly.
I (til It an CutteT'a.
Tf unnbUinat'ie),
fftlr rllrwt
THE CUTTER
BtrkaUy, CalKwilB,
LABORATORY

BLACK

by Cittw't
prirml. frwh,

LEG

ak.

Don't he misled. Ak for Red Croaa
'If the people of thlB country have
hL
Makea beautiful white clothes.
made up their minds to limit tbe nuin ling lllue.
all good grocers. Adv.
At
ber of immigrants by arbitrary tests
and so reverse the policy of all the
More than 333,000 Jews are In Eu
generations of Americans that have ropean
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
armies, It is said.
s
(one before them, it is their right to
V",'
do so," be said. "I am their servant
ind have no license to Btand In their
way. But I do not believe tbey have."
When the message was read In tbe
House the attention given was marked
Upon its conclusion there was ap
plause from both sides of tbe chamber.
Slmlllar applause followed a statement
by Representative Durnett that, at the
Bust of Abraham Lincoln.
proper time, be would move for a rebattlemented tower 120 feet high, consideration of the vote by which the
containing a flue rhlme of eight bells bill passed and that the measure be
cast originally in 1019. on one of whirh passed over the President's veto.
la Inscribed:
Reliable evidence is
'Omuls, Bonus, laudet,
Conference of House leaders fol
Domlnum.'
lowed, the speaker, Majority leader
being
"The nave, one of the best exam Underwood, Minority lender Munn,
by
ples of fourteenth-centurarchitec- Representative Harriett and Represen
Lydia
E.
Compound
Vegetable
ture, has Ave clere-storwindows on tative Sahath, leader of House oppoand Stanton each side. It is separated from the nents of the measure,
participating.
crowded forward aisles by pillars resting on quatrefoil
The many testimonial letters tnat we are continually puband greeted the columns. Formerly at the east ends
WHEAT PRICES TOUCH 11.50.
general and that of tbe two aisles were chapels, problishing in the newspapers hundreds of them are, .ill genuMrs. Lincoln also ably
ine, true and unsolicited expressions of heartfelt gratitude
erected early In the fifteenth cen
Leitps to Highest Necgreeted him cor tury. The east window of the soutbJ Msy Delivery
pries
essary
Since
1861.
for
the freedom from suffering that has come to these
dially.
aisle is one of very great beauty, conChicago. The highest wheat prices
women solely through the use of Lydia E.
"General Grant taining a mixture of geometrical and
with four exceptions since tbe Civil
Boon wus hustled flowing traceryVegetable Compound.
The other windows
into the east room to the north were probably once the War were reached In the local pit Jan.
Money could not buy nor any kind of influence obtain
and as he sat on same, but have since been replaced 28, when options on May deliveries
sold for SI.DOTfc per bushel.
During
a Bofa he was
such
recommendations; you may depend upon it that any
tbe war of '61 wheat was around 83
surrounded by
testimonial
we publish is honest and true if you have any
per
faIn
1898,
during
bushel.
the
great crowd. He
mous Iflter corner, it sold at $1.85.
doubt of this write to the women whose true names and
seemed
modest
When James A. Patten engineered his
and somewhat bored by the attention
addresses are always given, and learn for yourself.
corner In 1!09. wheat soured to $1.60
showered upon him.
per bushel. Wheat sold at $1.65 in
"I do not believe there is another
one from Mrs.
Read
1876 and at $2 In 188S, during the cormar. alive who witnessed that affair,
Camdew, N.J. "I was sick for two years with nervous spells and
engineered
by
ner
B.
Hutchinson,
P.
and I surely doubt If there Is another
my kidneys were affected. I had a doctor nil tho time and used a
known as "Old Hutch."
alive who ran recall the first words
galvanic battery, but nothing did mo any good. I was not able to go
No. 2 red and Nc. 2 hard wheat
that ever passed between Lincoln and
to bed, but spent my time ou a couch or in a sleeping-chaiand soon
were right up with wheat futures, both
Grant
iKicnnie almost a skeleton. Finally my doctor went away for his
reaching 81.50. Operators pointed to
Washington
in
was
understood
"It
health, and my husband heard of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
tbis fact as significant, as indicating
Compound n I got mo sonic. In two months I got relief and now
at the time that there was some doubt
high
prices
were
that
not
least
at
am like a i:cwr woman and am at my usual weight. I recommendI
about Grant accepting the comml
chiefly caused by speculation, as dursion. He took the ground that if it
your medicine to every ono and so does my husband." Mrs. Tillui
ing the
and I'ntten corners.
required him to relinquish active duty
Watibs, C30 Mechanic Street, Cumden, N.J.
Thursday's
prices
highest
were
the
in the field and come to Washington
since
recorded
the
Civil
War
on tho
Hanover,
he would prefer not to accept it It
local hoard of trado, when legitimate
was finally arranged that ho should
ITANOVEn, Ta. "I was a very weak woman and
suffered from
supply
und demand largely governed
continue in active duty In the field
bearing down pains and backache. 1 had lwen married over four
tbe conditions, said pit leaders.
years and had no children. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and take charge or the movement 'on
x .,..11. ...11...
aaAtijjiisfttiir&tm-KThe rise to Thursday's high mark
proved an excellent remedy for it niiulo me a well woman Mter
to Richmond,' which was much talked
has been gradual but steady since the
taking a few bottles my inuns disnpix-ared- ,
about in that day."
and we now have one of
Hlngham Church.
first declaration of war. May wheat
'
84
was
selling
14,
cents
at
on
July
Ho. 6, Hanover, Pa.
i
by perpendicular tracery. The chancel
THEIR INSPIRATION
window, 36 feet high and 18 feet wide, 1914. Within a short period the price
Now answer this question if you can. Why should a
Is Oiled with ancient German glass dat went to $1.32. This was in September.
ing back to about 1500. Apart from Then came a Bharp reaction, the marwoman continue to suffer without first giving Lydia E.
its historic Interest the church is well ket going back to $1.11 '4. when operaPinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
worth a visit by anyone who is Inter tors began to believe they hud become
it
has saved many others why should it fail in your case?
too
greatly
excited
over
the
outlook.
In
ested
church architecture. For the
The bulge upward from this price
building is quite the best preserved
For SO years Lydia F Plnkham's Vegetable
of Its style In England." New York started early in January and has been
Compound lias been the standard remedy lor festeady ever since, operators giving as
Evening Post.
male ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
their reason renewed activities among
does justice to herself if she does not try t his faforeign governments In bidding for
mous
medicine made from roots and herbs,
Not Bitter In Defeat.
wheat.
lias restored so many suffering women to health.it
The emotions of defeat at the close
r.TDTA E.PIKHA Jf MEMCIXE CO.
t
of a struggle In which 1 felt more
$40,000 for Exchange Seat.
V (CO.niKM'ML) LVX.N, MASS., for advice.
than a merely selfish Interest, and to
lw
New York. A New York slock ex
Your
will
oihih1, read ami answered
letter
which the defeat the use of your name change seat was
by a woman and held iu strict vouUdeuco.
transferred
for
contributed largely, are fresh upon
This is $2,000 in excess of tbe
me; but even In this mood 1 cannot
Twenty-fiv- e
last sale.
for a moment suspect you of anything
dishonorable. Letter from Lincoln to
Cresson Hoard at Globe Plant.
J. Crittenden, November 4, 1838.
Denver. A train containing seven
5 Passenger
cars of ore, representing the largest
shipment in value that was ever sent
Saw the Future Clearly.
CAR
I am glad I made the late race.
It out of tbe Cripple Creek district and
probably
one of the largest In isie
gave mo a bearing of the great and
Denver and was
durable question of the age, which I world, reached
could have had In no other way; and switched into the Globe smelter of the
GRAY & DAVIS
though I now sink out of view and American Smelting and Refining ComEleotrie
Lights
UE
Glidden Tour Wlnnir
ahall be forgotten, I believe I have pany, where It will be smelted and tbe
and
made some marks which will tell for bullion shipped to Omaha for refining.
hill lltnhr; 18 to SO mllr on I sallon MAnoin(. 10,000 nllpa on ona a.t of tlra.
the cause of civil liberty long after I Estimates on the ore are that it will OrvatpMt
Htewarl NiM'el(imlrr, on man ton. Iio Inch
1,901) pounds.
!C!i:iH Inch tlrrm
$4,000 to the ton, tbe shipam gone. Lincoln's letter to Dr. A. G.
MUTZ and t AUTiaic'AK Dl.lribulor. fur L'uloraJo, New Mralco sail Wjomluir
ment assaying between $500,000 and
Henry, November 19, 1858.
THE COLORADO CARTERCAR COMPANY,

if

abundant that women
are constantly
restored to health
Plnkham's
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Horse Power
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Ohio now has
it had 13,000.
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saloons,

In 1904
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Putting
"Pop!"

RESTORED

TO HEALTH BY GREAT
KIDNEY REMEDY.

Bm--

the public serr1 Ice In Washington who saw the
first meeting between President Lin
coin and General Grant In the White
House nearly sixty years ago.
Charles H. Richards, who for more
than fifty years has worked In tbe
stationery room of tbe aenate, saw HI ENGLISH CHURCH
the meeting.
In an Interview Mr.
Richard narrated tbe incidents con
nected with the meeting and recalled
the first words ever exchanged be- Bust of Great American Has
tween tho two great figures on tho
Been Placed in Country of
sin" conies in contact with the stomach Union side of the Civil war. Mr.
His Ancestors.
Richards was apall sue, distress vanishes. It'a truly
pointed
to his
astonishing almost marvelous, and
position
in tho I N THE parish church of the village
the joy la its harmleasness.
senate stationery A of Hlngham, In Norfolk, England
A large fifty-cecase of Pape's Diaroom on tbe rec near the old cathedral city of Norwich,
pepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
ommendation
of lived many generations of Lincolns, an
worth of satisfaction.
Charlea
Sumner cestoi-- of Abraham Lincoln. A bust ol
It's worth its weight In gold to men
and Henry Wil the great American, set up in that
and women who can't get their stomson. He Is a na- church by a committee of Americans,
achs regulated. It belongs in your
tive of Massachu is shown with tbe church. A descrip
homo should always be kept bandy
setts and was ap- tion of the church by Rev. Milo H.
In case of sick, sour, upset stomach
pointed from that Gatea, vicar of the Chapel of tbe in
during the day or at night. It's the
state.
tercession and secretary of the me
qulcfteat, surest and most harmless
"Congress bad morial committee, is as follows:
tomacfc doctor In the world. Adv.
just passed the
"Tbe building, dedicated to St. An
act creating the rank of lieutenant drews, is constructed of rough flints
His Mistaks.
dressings, alt consists
"John," she said to ber husband, general of tbe army," said Mr. Rich- with
who was grumbling over his breakfast, ards. "While It was well understood of a spacious chancel, a nave with
at the time that It was for the benefit clere-stornorth and south aisles, and
"your love has grown cold."
"No, it hasn't," he snapped; "but my of General Grant, he was not named
in the bill. It was the first time conbreakfast has."
"Thai's just It! If your love hadn't gress had authorized the rank to be
"Really does" put bad stomachs In
order "really does" overcome Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness In live minutes that Juat
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator In the
world. If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate aour, undigested food and
arid; head Is dlity and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your Insldes filled
with Me and Indigestible waste,
the moment "Pape's Diapep

PHYSICAL WRECK

IMMIGRATION

day of Jojr, a holiday;
A day I, featal colors draaaed
To honor on who knew not play.
Nor ever taatfd rest!
Oh, man of aorrowa and of tmtra.
A

$800,000.

WAY. DENVER. COLORADO.

1636 BROADLIVE AQENTS WANTED.
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ALE

!

Closes February 20th

Operjs February 4th

$175.00 in Premiums Given Away During the Sale
SEE THE BIG CIRCULAR FOR PRICES

We must reduce our stock at least half in the next 15 days
so that we can move to our new location March 1st.

1

It Will Pay You to Borrow Money to Trade at This Sale J

W

Havener Happenings
Mr. and Mrs. C C. McGea and
Mr. ami Mrs. II bt Byrnes spent
Sunday with 1'iof. and Mrs. 0.
C. Ford.
Mr. J'.nd Mi.:. 0. L. McCormick
lliiiis ill Jr.
and G
cnt
Sunday iti'ii. rivmii will1, t h e
Uanklmu.-- p famdy.
Mrs. I.ul . :v:iit,, and litt le s.j.i,
J. T., Wire viM'.m-- at the Nels

And.rs
of the

n

(Cms Company

J

lvi:n' the latter part

(i k.
An eiitertuinin: it was given
v.

again heard in the shop at Havener. Mr. Etheridge, an experienced
blacksmith from Fort
Worth Te. s, is in charge.
Th" Post office Grocery stire
hi: install. 'd a gasoli.ie lwht
yb'e:n.
Mr. White shipped a car if
v. iii.' Knllir Coi n
to seine California point las", week.
V. Tate took the train at Have
ner last Tuesday for ilicardo, N.
M.

Pumpkin Center Items

by j Mrs. Annie Davis at ha1
Pete McDaniel move I northhome near Blacktowcr Saturday
of Clovis Ia3t Wednesday.
east
night and it was ve attend-- d.
He, at the time, ha 1 a family
Nels Anderson's water storage
with him.
Tank burstcd lust week.
Mr. Flournoy and son, Robert,
The pie supper Riven last week returned Monday from their old
was pronounced a success.
home at Eastland, Texas, where
Miss Mary Birdsall was a guest Mrs. Flournoy was buried.
at the Jim Willis home Sunday.
Miss Boone attended
Grace Anderson was absent Teachers' Association in Clovis
from school last wiek on account Friday and Saturday,
being on the sick list.
Mr. Hileman has placed a poll
Mrs. C. M. Ross and little tax notice on the school house.
daughter "'Bunch" were visitors
A. B. Douglass and family are
at Havener Saturday.
preparing to move on the P. McThe sound of the hammer is Daniel place in the near future.

the

if

oo
The Praetorians are Growing
Since the

Praetorians were organized at Clovis

with IS members, about a dozen more have given
their applications for membership.

Our Regular Monthly Meeting
for February will be held at the W. 0. W. Hall
next Tuesday night, Feb. 9th. Every member
is urged to be present. A crown for the Praetorian Queen has been ordered and every member
will have an introduction to the Queen.
EVERY MEMBER GET A MEMBER.

J. R.

ELMORE, Deputy

Blacktower

Budget

Notice of Suit.
No. 8:57.

(Too late for last week.)

Here I am again after mis.-in-g
a few weeks in the paper.
Biackto.ver is a threMiing machine center, there are o all in a
half mile of each other.
R. II Crook h ;s erode J u big
gn.inery on his farm
We are .sorry to hear of on e of
our neighbors, Mrs. Flournoy,
br ing dead, as we will miss her
in our community.
Miss Claudie Grain visited Miss
Dela Eller Sunday.
If next year will be as good
crop year as this has been, it
will place New Mexico on the
map.

Lone Prairie Pickings
Mr. McCurrie and family have
all been on the sick list the past
week.
Miss Mary Glenn attended the
Teachers' Association at Clovis

Friday and Saturday.
Sol Rumbaugh visited his
daughter, Mrs. Fred West, of

last week.
Mrs. Lessie Justus returned
from Missouri Thursday.
John Young was at Clovis on

Clovis,

business last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hughs visited
their daughter, Mrs. McCor-m'cnear Havener last week.
Mrs. Phillips has been suffer
ing with throat trouble the past
k,

In Tiik District Coi;kt OF
Curry County, New Mexico
EMve Perkins,
Pliintiir
Jess Perkins,
PeTo the defendant,
kins, in the above suit:
You " ill take noiio" that a
s;;it has been filed against you
in the
District Court of the
fih Judicial District, Cu;-rCounty. New Mexico, in which
Eflie Perkins is Plaintiff and
Jess Perkins is defendant and
numbered M:t7 on the ducket of
said court.
You ure further notifi.-that
the general objects of said suit
are as follows: To secure a decree of divorce dissolving the
marriage relation existing between the plaintiff and defendant.
You are further notified that
if you fail to up pear or plead in
this cause on or before April
will
be
10th 1915, judgment
rendered against you in said
cause by default and the plaintiff will apply to the Court for
the relief sought in the complaint herein.
W. A. Havener
is attorney
for the plaintiff and his post
office and business address is
Clovjs, New Mexico.
have
In Witness Whereof,
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court this
2nd day of February 1615.
W. C. Aerwer,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
i

1

F26
week.
Mr?.
R.
H.
Mr. and
Justus and M. A. Colwell,
of Loveland,
children visited at Mr. Phillips' Colorado, has bought the G. W.
Sunday.
Hyde place located 13 miles
Mr. McQuality is having a well northeast of Clovis, also the J,
the same neigh
drilled on his north quarter, Mr. Curtis placeMr.inColwell
is related
borhood.
Simons is doing the drilling.
to W. W. Hungate.

The Praetorians

Home Office,
Dallas, Texas.

Trie revival meetings, wiii'.-are being conducted bv !'r'
Rodgers, of Cameron, is
well attended in spite of the let

Notice.
1

weather.
T. L"wis and wife
a number of friends.
Wednesday evening in honor
Mr. and Mrs. Mathews.
Rev.

Orders takn for all kinds of
nursery sfnei;. Would b pleased to call in you and serve you
for anything in this line.
W. F. Hay loss.

.1.

Queens ware
Barry
Useful

Mr. Faulk and wife have reSpirilla Conetier
a
turned from Kanses and
where they have been for
Mif. J. T. Fullen, 111N. Shel
more than a year. We are al- don, Phone 287, has the exclusive
ways glad to see such people as agency for the Spirilla Cc-sSatisfaction guaranteed.
them coming back to make-theihome among us.
et.

r

4--

t.

Kitchen
and
Hardware Co.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
112

2

First Class Work.
South Main St.

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY ANI) TRANSFER LINE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phqne 123

Residence Phone 321

...K. C. BARBER SHOP...
SNELLINGS & GREENWOOD, Props.
A Clean, Sanitary Shop with Best Fixtures in the City.
Hot and Cold Baths.

-

CLOVIS.

--

Okla-ham-

REPRESENTING

in 1915.

-

J.-s-

!

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Holden ani
Earnest Kingry took dinner with
Toe rains we have had the Mr
and M s J Houston.
past few days with the moisture
we already hail aim st iusuivs a
Stoneware, Crocks, Chums
bumper cro; for Curry County
and Jugs. - Barry Hardware Co.

Enterprise Echoes

..

Shining Stand.
NEW MEXICO.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

